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From a
Close Bond
with Customers...

Came the Closest Bond
in Cable.
Developing aclose bond requires understanding and
cooperation. Understanding your needs and
cooperating to develop effective solutions is our idea
of Customer Service.
Typical of this approach is our 14 PlusTM coaxial
cable. Building on T4 technology, 14 Plus addresses
the needs expressed by our customers: improved
handling characteristics, mechanical integrity, and
resistance to environmental abuse. T4 Plus, 100%
bonding (conductor to dielectric, dielectric to sheath,
sheath to jacket) provides improved performance
while utilizing standard connectors and coring tools.
TFC, where corrununicating with customers leads
to closer bonds. For more information, please call
800-TFC-CATV or write:

11-FC

TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
CABLE TELEVISION DIVISION
355 Hall Ave, P.O. Box 384 Wallingford CT 06492
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Looking for acustom-made line extender
at an off-the-shelf price?
Broadband's new BLX Series line
extenders come with so many options.
you can end up with a unit that's virtually customized to your specs.
The BLX units use standard hybrids
and are available in 330 and 450 MHz
bandwidths, with gains ranging from
26 to 50 dB.
The BLX-PLUS models are equipped with Amperex power-doubler
hybrids for lower distortion specs and
increased output capability. They also
are available in 330 and 450 MHz
bandwidths, with gains of 30 & 35 dB
(330 MHz version) and 28 & 33 dB
(450 MHz version).
Both versions are available with
one- or two-way transmission and with
aerial or pedestal mounts. Cable powering is available for 30 or 60 volt

systems.
For ease in installation and maintenance the amplifier module may be
installed with the input on either the
right or left of the housing. And the
connector chasis may be replaced
without removing the coaxial cable
connectors in the housing.
Clean design, quality components
and thorough testing combine to deliver solid, trouble-free operation for the
long haul. High performance, flexibility
and reliability — all Broadband hallmarks — are built into every unit.
For additional information on specifications or pricing, call us toll-free at
800-327-6690, or write Broadband
Engineering. 1311 Commerce Lane.
Jupiter, Florida 33458-5636.

AUGAT 110111111AN
Quality and Innovation
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Features:
• 330 & 450 MHz bandwidths
• 26-50 dB gains — you specify. (28 to 35 dB
gains for BLX-PLUS.)
• One- or two-way transmission.
• Standard hybrid circuitry (BLX) or Amperex
power-doubler hybrids (BLX- PLUS).
• Convertible 30/60 volt cable powering.
• Aerial or pedestal mounting.
• Amp module can be installed with input on
right or left of housing.
• System upgradable for different gains.
• Plug-in hybrids for ease e maintenance.
• Plug-in equalizers.
• Plug-in thermal network for temperature
compensation.
• Optional plug-in gas discharge tubes for
surge protection.
• Connector chassis replaceable without
removing coaxiaf cable connectors in housing.
• 30 dB test points eliminate need for probes.
• Compact, durable die-cast aluminum housing.

We have more
Blonder-Tongue CATV
equipment in stock
than Blonder-Tongue.
Or anyone else.

On hand for immediate delivery, we keep an
enormous stock of such Blonder-Tongue items
as modulators, amplifiers, converters, filters,
headend accessories, traps, processors,
preamps and more.
So, whenever you need something in
CATV—equipment or answers—write or call
Toner toll-tree. 800-523-5947.
In Pennsylvania 800-492-2512.

Call us toll-free. Get same-day
shipment plus advice from
people you can trust.

M ICner

cable equipment, inc.
969 horsham road
horsham, PA 19044
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ABOUT THE COVER
The cover highlights the two-part presentation on Noise
Temperature and the elements which contribute to the Noise
Temperature of aCommunications Receiving System.
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Carl Schmauder
PRESIDENT OF CATA

WIN/WIN

T

1hroughout the long and arduous process of
developing an industry consensus regarding
cable legislation, one of the key points of
contention was whether the industry should

rely on the Courts, the FCC, or Congress. Some
argued that cable was being hampered by city
violations of the antitrust laws and that these laws
should be the focus of our efforts. Others, including
CATA, have maintained for avery long time that the
First Amendment rights of cable operators are being
abridged not only by what the cities have been doing
in the franchising process, but also by the actions of
the FCC, particularly relating to the "must carry"
rules.
Another strong voice was heard for the proposition
that the only way cable was ever ultimately going to
get out of the mess we found ourselves in was to
resort to the political process embodied in congressional legislation. The FCC also made its view
known, both formally and informally, suggesting
that the industry would be better off leaving the.
political landscape the way it was, that the
Commission, after many years of study, now understood our problems and was sympathetic to our
plight — that they would take care of us.
As is usually the case when adebate of this nature
takes place, everyone was right to some degree.
Certainly the Commission was becoming more
effective in preventing the abuses that were the main
complaint of cable operators nationwide. The
"Nevada" and "Miami" decisions are testaments to
that fact. But it is also fair to say that, as with any
Federal agency, what the Commission "giveth", the
Commission could equally "taketh away"! We
presently have aCommission that is sympathetic —
4
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but nothing says that Nick Johnson (or someone like
him) will never be renamed to that body!
As far as relying on the political process goes, well,
we knew from the start that we would not get
everything we wanted — that ultimately there
would be compromises. That is the nature of the
game. So long as the industry could stop abill that
was devastating from our point of view, it made
sense to proceed with the process and see where we
came out. As it turned out, there were times when it
appeared that having the bill would be worse than
not having it. And during those times, CATA, for
one, was ready to work to make sure the bill did not
pass. But adjustments were made, and the bill in its
final form was considered better for cable operators
than the lack of abill. On that basis we supported it,
even though there were some things in the bill we
thought were wrong. From the very start, CATA
pointed out that the mere fact something gets put
into the bill does not necessarily mean it is
constitutional. We always maintained that one way
or another the question of cable's First Amendment
rights would ultimately have to be decided by the
Courts.
That has now happened. In acase that has just
been decided by the Court of Appeals for the 9th
Circuit, cable has been recognized as having
substantial First Amendment rights, and the power
of the cities to abridge those rights has been put into
serious question. The case, Preferred Communications, Inc. vs. The City of Los Angeles, is far from
over. It has been remanded to the lower court, as
explained in this issue's Washington Update. But the
broad outlines of what the Court said are what I
want to dwell on here.
The Court said that cable is aFirst Amendment
speaker, that restricting franchises are an abridgement
of First Amendment rights, and that regulation of
cable may take place so long as the cable operator's
rights are always protected. What is this all going to
mean? I suggest you read the analysis in the
Washington Update for a better understanding.
From a"first blush" look, however, Iwould have to
say that the cable industry gained a substantial
victory. The Court even suggests in afootnote that
any provision of the new cable law purporting to
allow cities to grant an exlusive franchise when there
is additional pole space available for other cable
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operators would be invalid.
Did we thus make amistake supporting S. 66?
Not at all. We have accomplished a"win/win". We
have won our points in Congress, to the degree they

contained in the new cable bill are creating anew
framework in which cable operators may operate
free of the whims of local regulators. The FCC will

also continue to have a major role to play as it
becomes ever more deeply involved in the job
Congress has given it of interpreting the new Act in
Not abad result. Of course there are always dangers
the first instance. All of these factors reinforce my
in sweeping decisions such as this one. There is a view that the cable industry should be very proud of
seeming invitation for "overbuilding", for instance.
the process and path it has taken. Our debates,
But is that truly all bad? Idon't think so. If an
disagreements, coalitions, considerations, and plain
operator has truly been giving good service to his or
old hard work seeking asensible consensus on where
her community, then the danger of overbuild is slight
we should go and what we should do has resulted in
since the subscribers will be satisfied with the
significant gains for all of us. That process is now
existing operator. On the other hand, if the existing
starting, once again, in the area of Copyright. I
operator has not been agood citizen of the comexpect that before we are through we will once again
munity and provided a valuable service, then the
have to go the arduous and sometimes painful route
citizens deserve a replacement, or at least the of forging aconsensus in the furnace of open debate.
improvement of services automatically brought on
It is ahealthy procedure for the industry, however, it
by healthy competition. The rharketplaçe, in those is afar better one than the alternatives of either no
instances, is operating as it should — without the agreement at all, or one reached through private
interference of government.
"back room" dealing. Let's all remember that as the
could be won, and then we have succeeded in Court
in pointing out that our rights extend even further!

This is as it should be. The combination of the
Court's decision and the many valuable codifications
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PROGRAMMING NOTES
THE WEATHER CHANNEL

T

HE WEATHER CHANNEL
local avails and crawl capabil-

ity offer many revenue generating
opportunities to affiliate cable
systems through advertising sales
as well as system and cross
promotions.
Last year, THE WEATHER
CHANNEL developed THE
STARLITTm to help affiliates take
full advantage of local avails on
the network.
Now, THE WEATHER CHANNEL introduces a new system
which will aid affiliates in easier
utilization of the crawl function
for advertising and promotions.
The Remote Keyboard Adapter
works with THE WEATHER
STAR® to enable affiliate systems
to input crawl messages from
locations other than the headend.
Previously, the messages had to be
keyed in at the system headend
where THE WEATHER STAR
is located. With the Remote
Keyboard Adapter, messages can
be input from the affiliate office or
another convenient location.
This new system also permits
up to 10 full crawl messages to be
stored in advance. Through this
function, affiliates can enter crawl
messages and arotation schedule.
Rotation of crawl messages can be
scheduled in intervals as short as
every 15 minutes up to as long as
once every 24 hours, allowing
flexibility for advertising or promotion schedules. The Remote
Keyboard Adapter automatically
recovers following apower failure.
The rechargeable, internal battery

The system is easy to install and
use. It is based on the Radio Shack
Model 100 Computer, which is
modified by THE WEATHER
CHANNEL with an interface box
and computer program developed
by the network's New Technologies staff.
At the headend, the computer
is connected through the interface
box to THE WEATHER STAR
and also to adesignated telephone
line. This line can still be used for
any normal outgoing calls, but the
Remote Keyboard Adaper automatically answers all incoming
calls. A second Radio Shack Model
100 computer is located at the
affiliate office or other location
and is used to communicate by
telephone with the computer unit
at the headend.
THE WEATHER CHANNEL
provides millions of viewers across
the country with local, regional,
national, and international weather
information on demand, 24 hours
aday, every day.

keeps its clock running so that it
can move to the proper place in
the set schedule. This crawl message storage and scheduling function is also available without the
remote capability.
6
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HOME THEATER
NETWORK

H

ome Theater Network is
cooperating on efforts to locate missing children by using a
weekly live call-in to cablecast
information and pictures of missing
children. HTN provides the tollfree number for The Child Find
Inc., an international network for
locating missing young people.
Thus far, the response from HTN's
subscribers has been strong, indicating an awareness and interest
of the public in this agonizing
situation for parents and families
of these missing children.
THE DISNEY CHANNEL

T

he Disney Channel has produced two new animated

series which will introduce new
Disney characters; one, produced
for CBS, features "The Wuzzles"
who are characters that possess
the traits of two animals. The
other series for NBC is called
"The Gummi Bears", an adventurecomedy story about a mythical
race of bears that fight evil with a
young boy. Both of these series
will be presented on Saturday
mornings, the time for which has
not yet been set. Also planned by
Disney are some made-for-TV
movies for network use on Sunday
nights and some seasonal specials.
Disney also plans to enter in an
agreement to air some Disney
films with pay-cable programmers.
THE MOVIE CHANNEL

T

HE MOVIE CHANNEL has
inaugurated anew consumer
advertising campaign, called "THE
HEART OF HOLLYWOOD",
running in the form of 30 and 60
second spots on nationwide basic
cable networks, as well as multipay
guides, in an effort to position
TMC as the only pay service
completely devoted to movies and
Hollywood, as it presents Hollywood nonstop 24 hours aday: the
movies, the people, the stories.
The theme line defines the service
and sets it apart from other pay
services, stressing in-depth, timely
coverage of the film-making community, as well as the 24-hour-aday movie schedule, which includes the best new and classic
Hollywood movies.
This campaign theme will get
TMC's message to affiliates, current subscribers, basic subscribers,
and people who thus far have not
been willing to try cable television,
thus making it a plus for cable
operators as well to assist them
with potential subscribers.
'
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(continued on page 16)

HOW ABOUT SOME INSIDE
INFORMATION?
This 104230 amplifier is just one of the
450 MHz 104000 series. With our other
products in the ID-Indoor Distribution group
they can cover every inside requirement.
As for out of doors, the DL series of Line and
Distribution amplifiers meets most needs.
But for the real inside information, Triple
Crown
now
offers
all
DBC
products,
broadcasting, addressable, and of course
CATV
amplifiers. The addition of DBC
Unicorn, Celecom and DA series gives Triple
Crown an amplifier for every situation.
Another bit of inside info ... behind this
104230 is something which cannot be seen —
Experience! The experience of years of
innovative engineering and thousands of
satisfied customers. You may not be able to
see it, but you can depend on it.

,
d,oeték

TRIPLE CROWN

, ELECTRONICS

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO
Phone (416) 629-1111
DEERFIELD BEACH, FLORIDA
Phone (305) 429-0870

3.9 Meter Earth Station Antenna
• Weather Scan 3.9 meter high performance, fiberglass earth station
• Featuring ahigh efficiency prime focus feed system,
this TVRO delivers 42 db gain at 4 GHz
• Availabilities include dual
retrofit multi-feed

polarized or optional

• The stand is EL-AZ type with 360° AZ adjustment
and 5° to 70° EL adjustment
Recommended by many satisfied customers and
qualified engineers. Used by TV stations for
rebroadcast

SATELLITE RECEIVERS

Weather Scan, Inc.®

Complete head-ends

Another R.
ljler Enterprise
Loop 132 and Throckmorton Highway
Olney, Texas 76374

receivers, modulators, LNA's,
equipment racks, cable and fittings

(817) 564-5688
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G&Is Worth
Saving

for the poor-quality transmission
of broadcast TV they presently
receive.
Meanwhile, all the giants that
were supposed to pour dollars
irect broadcast satellite. DBS. into DBS — CBS, RCA, Western
Is it about to go the way of Union — have folded their tents.
the EcIsel?
We realize that DBS might
Business Week reports that even represent engineering overkill; that
the most sanguine supporters of atechnology, no matter how preDBS concede it will never replace possessing, must fill a need in
cable or network broadcasting. order to have life. Nonetheless, we
Worse still, will it have any will be sorry to see DBS fade
market? Though the dishes are away. Anything that improves
down to $400, which does mean a communications gets our vote.
Those homes in small and rural
potential DBS market, the cost for
those operators hoping to enter America — some 25 percent of
the 80 million TV households —
the field is up to $150 million.
Experts agree that unless HBO deserve a choice; they deserve
jumps in, or some other big player, better than just the networks.
the 20 million homes that cable Conversely, satellite communicawill never reach will have to settle tions, the thing that made HBO

and the other national cable networks and which someday will
encompass mobile phones, has far
too much potential to have the
DBS blot on its escutcheon.
We still believe in television as
library. Television as a network
monopoly is too few books to
read; an imbalanced perspective.
It used to be that cable seemed
about to fill up the book shelves of
the TV library. Obviously, this is
not going to happen. More is
needed. That could very well be
DBS. We hope some entrepreneurs
will figure out the key. Surely
with a potential market of 20
million homes good old Yankee
ingenuity can win out.
Reprinted with permission from
Media People, February 1985. 0

Does Your Cable System Have A Filtering Problem?
Need Help Today?
Call our Applications Engineers Now!
They can help you choose from over 800 CATV
filters, or they can quote you aspecial before you
hang up How long will you have to wait? Delivery
is usually less than 10 days.
• Bandpass Filters
• Pay TV Traps and Tiering Filters
• Filter Networks for Multisubscriber Hookups
• Co-Channel Eliminators
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• TVRO Interference Suppression Filters
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• CARS Band Filters & Traps
You don't have catalog C/84? This complete
product guide features over 800 filters and traps
for CATV/MATV/SMATV/TVRO. Call us for your
free copy today — and have it on hand when problems crop up. It's FREE!
DISTRIBUTORS WANTED!
Call Bill Bostick at our plant
toll free for more information

M.=

MICROWAVE FILTER COMPANY, INC.

8
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Jean Dickinson will help you
select a standard filter—or
design aspecial for you.

Toll Free: 1-800-448-1666
Collect (NY/HIIAKICanada): 315-437-3953
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Free catalog C,84

6743 Kinne St.
E. Syracuse, N.Y. 13057

o

NAME
COMPANY

E CABLE TV SYSTEM

D SUPPLIER

7 OTHER

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE
TITLE E MANAGER E CHIEF ENGINEER
El CHIEF TECH EI INSTALLER E BUSINESS OFFICE
III ALL OF THE ABOVE (CHECK PRIMARY FUNCTION)
OTHER

SIGNATURE
DATE
$22.00 Enclosed for 1 Year
$60.00 Enclosed for 3 Years
CANADAIMEXICO SUBSCRIBERS: Add $4.00 per year to rates given above. All other
Foreign Countries add $8.00 per year to rates given above. Special handling arranged
upon request. U.S. CURRENCY ONLY DRAWN ON A U.S. BANK.

Mail to:

CATJ Magazine
Suite 106, 4209 N.W. 23rd
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73107
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Detection and
Correction

Date
Location
How Corrected
Probable Cause
Remarks

SIGNAL
LEAKAGE LOG
This Signal Leakage Log satisfies the requirements
of the FCC Rules and Regulations, Part 76, Subpart K,
Paragraph 76.610(d). Although the log is intended for
recording cable television signal leakages in the
Aeronautical frequency bands (108-136 MHz and
225-400 MHz), it may be used by cable system
operators to record all system signal leaks and insure
an effective on-going signal leakage detection and
correction program.
When using this log for recording signal leakage in
the Aeronautical Frequency Bands, the log sheet
must remain in the file for a minimum of two years.
F

$10.00
FOR
5 PADS

NAME
ADDRESS
COMPANY

(cannot accept P.O. Box)

CITY

STATE

ZIP

QUANTITY (SETS OF 5)
AMOUNT ENCL OSED

Each pad is three hole punched

•Check must be enclosed with order

for easy insertion into a binder.

CATJ
4209 N.W. 23rd,Suite 106
Okla. City,Okla. 73107
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CATA '85
Opry land
June 17 a19

T

he1985 CATA Annual
Meeting and Exposition is
scheduled for June 17-19
at the Opryland Hotel in
Nashville, and it will be atime
for America's cable television
operators and their families to
gather and continue the tradition
of friendship and solid
informational sessions presented
in family-oriented facilities with
entertainment, recreation and
historic American culture.
CATA '85 programs will
cover awide-range of topics,
including Building aSmall
Town Cable System-Tips for
Success; Low Cost Alternative
to Feed Forward, Signal
Leakage and Aeronautical
Frequency Rules, Ensuring
Reliability in House Drops,
Controlling Programming
Costs (exploring cooperative
buying and reviewing contracts),
Making Ad Dollars Work For
You, What's Ahead on
Copyright and Must Carry
Rules, Answering Questions
on S.66, Franchise Fees (and
what you need to know about
them), Addressability/Pay Per
View (what's in it for you?),
Scrambling (its technical
implications), and more on
training, sales campaigns and

keeping subscribers happy and
coming back for more.
Along with the business and
technical sessions, CATA '85
will feature Jack Daniels' Day
on Sunday, June 16, when
convention-goers and their
families will spend the day at
this famous American landmark
distillery and visit aTennessee
Walking Horse Farm. Monday
evening, June 17, CATA will
host an Old South Party at an
authentic ante-bellum mansion
outside Nashville complete with
hoop-skirted Belles and dashing
Southern Gentlemen, cool
breezes and Magnolia blossoms,
Hurricane lanterns and
musicians. The final social
gathering for CATA '85 will be
aluncheon on Wednesday,
featuring aspecial speaker of
interest.

by Judith Baer
Baer Enterprises, Inc.

CATA '85 Spouse/Family
Programs have been designed for
anyone over the age of 12 with
an interest in relaxation, selfimprovement, shopping, and
history. Two full-day programs
are featured with additional
special events on Wednesday
morning, June 19. A special
CATA '85 Lounge will be
available for informal gatherings,
and a"Departure Lounge" will
be open on the last day of the
meeting so that check-out will
be quick and easy. The
"Departure Lounge" will feature
instruction on black-jack and
various other "arts," to prepare
for the 1986 annual meeting in
Reno.
CATAKids between the ages
of six and 12 will join their
families for Sunday's tour and
dinner on Monday night, if
they're still awake after afullday of professionally escorted
children's programs, including a
day at Opryland, with its rides,
shows and attractions. On
Tuesday, CATAKids will be
chaperoned on avisit to the
Alabama Space and Rocket
Center in Huntsville, where
they'll visit the world's largest
space museum and experience
the "hands-on" exhibits for
APRIL, 1985
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Join cep:s
aditions
Ir

S

ave your shopping for the opportunity to visit with
representatives of the following vendors who have to
date reserved exhibit space at CATA '85:

Alpha Technologies, Inc.
Arts & Entertainment Network
Broadband Engineering, Inc.
Burnup & Sims Cable Products Group
C-Cor Electronics
Cablefacts
Catel Telecommunications
CBN Cable Network
Channell Commercial Corporation
ComSonics, Inc.
Daniels & Associates
The Disney Channel
The Drop Shop, Ltd.
Eagle Comtronics, Inc.
Eastern Microwave, Inc.
ECA/Manufacturing Division
ESPN
Great Lakes Data Systems
Group W Satellite Communications
Home Box Office, Inc.
Ind. Co. Cable TV, Inc.
Larson Electronics

tomorrow's space travelers. Next
door they'll tour the laboratories
and test areas of the Marshall
Space Flight Center. On
Wednesday morning, CATA has
arranged for crafts programs and
entertainment to keep the
children busy until parents
return from the CATA '85
luncheon, which is the
10
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Lifetime
Lindsay America
M/A-Com Cable Home Group
Magnavox CATV Systems, Inc.
MTV Networks, Inc.
Premium Channels
Quality RF Services, Inc.
Regency Cable Products
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.
Showtime/The Movie Channel
Southern Satellite Systems
Standard Communications Corp.
Studioline
Texscan Corporation
Times Fiber Communications, Inc
Triple Crown Electronics, Inc.
Turner Broadcasting System
United Video, Inc.
USA Cable Network
Wavetek Indiana, Inc.
Western Towers
Zenith Electronics Corporation

will be approximately 60 firms
displaying their wares and
services at CATA '85, and many
feature the popular Consultant's
Corner and Demonstration
exhibitors will continue the
Area in the Exhibit Hall. Light
tradition of bringing their own
food and beverages will also be
families to this popular industry
available in the exhibit area, and
annual event.
there are no conflicting programs'
Registration materials were
going on when it's time to visit
released March 1 Fees for
CATA '85 Exhibitors. There
CATA Member Systems are
concluding convention event.
As in the past, CATA '85 will
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PROGRAM:
SUNDAY, JUNE 16
9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

Noon
9:00 p.m.
MONDAY, JUNE 17
8:30 a.m.-7:00
10:00 a.m.-3:45
4:00 p.m.-5:00
5:30 p.m.-6:30
7:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

TUESDAY, JUNE 18
8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.—Noon
Noon-5:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19
8:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m.

12:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Jack Daniels' Day Tour and
visit to Tennessee Walking
Horse Farm
Registration Opens
Registration Closes
Registration Open
Business & Technical Sessions
CATA Membership Meeting
EXHIBITOR'S RECEPTION
Old South Gala Dinner Party
Registration Open
Business & Technical Sessions
CATA '85 Exhibit Hall Open
Action Demonstrations in
Exhibit Hall
Consultant's Corner in
Exhibit Hall
Action Demonstrations in
Exhibit Hall

$175 for operators, $150 for
Spouses and additional Adult
Family Members, and $125 for
CATAKids. These advance
registration rates apply until
May 15. After May 15, fees are
increased. Non-member firms
will pay more than CATA
Member rates. Registration is
all-inclusive so lively crowds will
t)e expected on Sunday's tour
and at Monday night's party.
CATA has arranged for special
airline programs with Republic
Airline and US Air. The
Opryland Hotel is looking
forward to this return
engagement and there are
numerous new additions to the
hotel complex to interest
everyone attending CATA '85.
For registration information,

Exhibit Hall Closes

please call the CATA Show &
Meeting Management Office,

CATA Departure Lounge/
Registration Open
CATA '85 Exhibit Hall Open
Action Demonstrations and
Consultant's Corner,
Exhibit Hall
Exhibit Hall Closes
CATA '85 Annual Luncheon "The Second Decade"

703-823-6522. They'll be happy
to get the information to you.
Don't miss out on this one.

CATA '85 Adjourns
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CATA '85 has all the
components for success!

We Didn't Lower Our Standards,
We Just Lowered The Price
An unclamped switch tor
decoder input

INTRODUCING °
THE
AGILE 24SC

Simple adjustment

The

cost of broadcast quality
premium programming just went
down, thanks to Standard
Communications new Agile 24SC
satellite receiver. Descended
directly from the performanceproven Agile 24S, the SC is a rock
solid, frequency synthesized
receiver designed to work with
our LNBC 24-A low noise
amplifier/block down converter,
which minimizes UHF interference
and eliminates the need for long
runs of expensive cable.
Other features include:
E Composite and baseband video
output

An internal tracking filter pot
and fine tuning control for
each transponder to insure
peak performance and
minimize terrestrial
interference

E An easily accessible I.F. circuit
for simple installation of
microwave terrestrial filters
El Synthesized second L.O.,
effective AFC circuit and a
temperature stabilized
dielectric resonator oscillator
(DRO) for drift free operation
And to top it off, the
Agile 24SC comes with the finest
warranty available — one full year
parts and labor, and afive-year
replacement program.
WorldRadioHistory

If your receiver or LNBC fails the
first year, send it back and we'll
replace it, usually within 24 hours.
In years two through five, you're
covered by the same rapid
replacement program for aflat
rate of $100 plus freight.
No other manufacturer can
back its receivers and LNBC's like
this, because no other satellite
supplier can match the reliability
of Standard's Agile line.
Find out more about the new,
lower cost of broadcast quality
reception as well as our full
satellite systems capabilities by
contacting:

Standard

Communications
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
800/243-1357
(In Calif. 800/824-7766 ext. 275)

Engineered to a new standard.

PART I

T

re seem to be alot of
problems in the cable
industry about house

i

11%-

-

Man

-house

I. mu
ffl111

cliope-

service
by Ralph A. Haimowitz
Director of Engineering
American Cablesystems of Florida

GROUNDED OUT:
not necessarily
baseball
terminology

drop installations. Most of these
concern proper grounding of the
television cable so that the
installation meets the required
electrical codes and does not
cause any problems to the
utilities (electrical, gas, and
telephone) in disruption of their
services or alteration of service
code requirements.
Every cable television
company or system should have
an established installation
procedure to insure that they
meet all of the code
requirements and provide
proper grounding protection of
the house drop service. In this
article, we will address specific
minimum requirements that
should be observed, as well as
certain restrictions and
limitations that may have to be
considered.
Generally speaking, the
average house drop should be
fed from the distribution tap that
was selected by its size and
physical location to the building
where service is to be installed,
with the placement of aground
block or groundable splitter in
the vicinity of the electrical
utility service (meter) box. The
output connection(s) from the
ground block and/or splitter
would then be routed to the
point(s) of entry best suited to
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provide the cable service to the
television set(s). The purpose of
installing the ground
block/splitter at the location of
the electrical power meter is to
bond together the cable
television house drop with the
utilities ground.
In most instances, the
electrical power service meter is
installed on aside or rear wall of
the building serviced.
Examination of this meter box
will show that aground wire has
been connected between this
service box and autilities
ground. In many cases, the
utility ground will be aground
rod that has been driven into the
earth just below the meter box,

power during electrical storms.
One important word of
caution! You must check your
local electrical codes to see that
this type of common bonding is
permitted. There are some areas
where the local electrical code
specifically prohibits the cable
companies, telephone
companies, and power
companies from bonding to a
common utility ground, even
though there are evident hazards
in this separate grounding
method.
Another item that is not just
overlooked, but is almost
completely omitted from cable
television grounding procedures,
is determining if aground is
adequate or not. The National
Electric Code calls for an
electrical ground of 25 ohms or
less. Although abuilding's utility
ground probably met or
exceeded this specification when
it was first installed, the
probability of the resistance
value changing due to corrosion
at the bonding joint is extremely
high over aperiod of time and

or acold water pipe that is
nearby. Frequently you will find
that the telephone service to the
building also has aground wire
bonded to this same utilities
service ground. The procedure is
to attack aground wire between
the cable television ground
block/splitter and this same
utility ground through the
pressure bond technique.
Common bonded grounding
between utility services for house
drops is the preferred method of
grounding for the same reasons
that we do common bonding on
poles or pedestals where there is
adjacent power and telephone
service. Installation of aseparate
ground rod can create serious
problems, including the hazard

may no longer meet
specifications. Also, what is the
resistance to earth ground if the
cable system installs its own
ground rod? We should never
just assume that there is agood
ground. Measurements of earth
grounds can be easily made with
asimple testing instrument such

of house fires, because of the
difference in potential between
the cable and utility grounds. At
the least, one could anticipate
probable damage to the
subscriber TV set or cable drop
when there are surges in the
14
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as aDirect Reading Ground
Resistance Tester that will give
you the actual resistance level to
ground. These instruments only
cost about $390.00 and every
cable system should have at least
one in use. Indeed, we should
not only be using this tester to
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insure that new grounds meet
minimum requirements, but we
should also occasionally use it to
check older grounding systems
to insure that they are still within
the minimum specifications.
Most ground rods today are
either solid copper or steel that
has an exterior coating of copper
bonded electrolytically for
corrosion resistance. It is
important to maintain similar
metals throughout the bonding
process, and copper is
compatible with brass, nickel, or
tin plated bonding materials. I
prefer abonded copper ground
rod with aclamp made of silicon
bronze alloy and #12AWG solid
copper, jacketed ground wire for
ahot galvanized clamp when
connecting to galvanized pipe.
The length of aground rod in
the soil is asignificant factor in
lowering the resistance. In
general, doubling the length of a
ground rod reduces resistance by
about 40%. Since short ground
rods (4 or 5feet in length) do
not provide agood, low
resistance to earth ground path
in most soil areas around the
country, and the fact that the
lower resistive path is preferred,
the standard eight foot ground
rod should be considered as a
"normal" starting length. Where
aminimum of 25 ohms or less
to ground cannot be obtained
with an eight foot ground rod
the use of extendable length
sections should be considered.
Another possibility is installing
multiple ground rods to provide
parallel paths. The resistance
reduction of two rods of the
same length and depth of
placement is about 60%. If three

ROM

rods are used, the reduction is
about 40%, and with four rods,
about 33% more. When using
multiple ground rods, you must
space the rods so that they are
further apart from each other
than the length they are
immersed into the soil.

•

The information in this article
should help the installer in
obtaining areliable earth ground
for most cable installations if he
follows these rules of grounding.

tit It
•PHONE
'CABLE
TV
800 LBS.
WIDTH

klocal electrical co
for requirements.

24 /
2 "
1

-41%444i.

Use the common utility
ground when possible.
Measure the earth to groun
resistance for 25 ohms or I
Use compatible materials
bonding.
When installing your own
ground rod be sure it is lon
enough to do the job
Tighten all pressure bo es
insure agood mechanical
bond without overtightenin
to the point where the grou
wire is crimped or flattened
out.
Use achemically inert, non
conductive grease compou

January, 1985

at bonding joints to seal th
bond from air and moistur
to prevent corrosion,

Pasco County, Florida

When grounding to ac
water pipe system be sure
that it is extensive enough t
provide agood, low
resistance ground and
metallic throughout withou
any insulating couplings or
PVC sections.

\V

NO LAWN RESTORATION iÀ
157 SENECA CREEK RD., BUFFALO, N.Y. 14224

$25,000,000 Senior
Secured Financing
and

$10,000,000 Subordinated Debt
have been arranged for

Gulfstream Cablevision
of Pasco County, Inc.
The above referenced
financing was arranged by
the undersigned. This notice
appears as amatter of record
only.

851 Lincoln Center
5401 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33609 813/877-8844

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES
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NOTES ••

e

(continued from page 6)

Sold

THE LIFETIME CABLE
NETWORK

D.H.L. CABLE T.V., INC.
Serving
Valliant, Oklahoma
The seller was represented by the undersigned

CG

CHARLES GREENE ASSOCIATES
A Divisoon of AMCONI. Inc
Building E Suite 200
5775 Peachtree-Dunwoody Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30342
(404) 256-0228

[his notice appears as amatter of record only. December, 1984.

January, 1985

Acquired
Gulfstream Cablevision
of Pasco County, Inc.
has acquired certain assets of

Storer
Communications, Inc.
Serving more than 25,000 basic subscribers
in Pasco County, Florida.
CEA represented the buyer
in this transaction This notice
appears as amatter of record
only.

851 Lincoln Center
5401 W Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33609 813/877-8844
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1 — he Lifetime cable network
presented aprogram, produced
in cooperation with the American
Lung Association, called "Call It
Quits: A Smoker's Informathon".
The two hour telecast was educational and entertaining with celebrity appearances and skits, and the
more sobering accounts of the
difficulties in stopping smoking.
This program was aired three
times the end of March and provided the opportunity for an interactive health event with viewers
invited to call atoll-free number
during the initial telecast to question physicians and other smokingcessation experts who were present
in Lifetime's studios. Experts
talked about the available smoking
cessation programs: those which
work and those which don't —
and their cost...about the addictive
pleasure smoking provides, reinforced by the gratifying psychological and social behaviors of
smoking; asecondary target audience was teenagers, with an attempt
to persuade them not to begin
smoking, but to remain nonsmokers until they are 21 years,
with the hope that they will then
never pick up the habit.
Various health information was
presented to help smokers decide
to drop their habit, and the entire
program presentation was powerful in its message and its participation. Again, Lifetime has dealt
with adifficult health problem by
telecasting their 9th Lifetime
Informathon, with more planned
in the future.
El

U•p•cl.a.t.e

1{41 11140

by
Stephen R. Effros
CATA's Executive Director

CABLE WINS MAJOR
FIRST AMENDMENT

that would allow more than one
party to operate acable television

COURT VICTORY

w

e'll start right out by saying
that it is in no way clear
what this is all going to mean. But
as you have undoubtedly heard by
now, or seen in your local newspaper, the Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit has ruled that
cable television operators have
substantial First Amendment
rights that may be violated by city
grants of exclusive franchises.
In essence the Court ruled that
the City of Los Angeles may not
have a franchise "auction" that
grants a franchise to only one
bidder if there is additional space
on the utility poles and conduits

system. The decision came on an
appeal by Preferred Communications, which was denied afranchise
for an area of Los Angeles and
then refused to participate in the
bidding process for that franchise.
Preferred argued, through its
attorney, Harold Farrow, that the
entire franchise process violated
the antitrust laws, and the First
Amendment rights of the prospective cable operator. The city said
that access channels should suffice
to protect the First Amendment
rights of anyone not winning the
franchise contest, and that they
were immune from an attack on
antitrust grounds because the
action was sanctioned by the State.
The lower court threw the case
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out, agreeing with the city on both

owners, booksellers, and concert
promoters. Their First Amendment
protection is not diminished because they distribute or present
works created by others."
Now that is quite astatement!
It is particularly welcome to CATA
and the many others who have
been waging aFirst Amendment
challenge to the FCC over the
"must carry" rules for all these
years! Ironically, the oral argument
before the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia in the
Turner Broadcasting and Quincy

points. The Appeals Court has
now said that while the antitrust
argument is invalid, there is a
legitimate First Amendment claim,
and, therefore, the lower court
should hear the case based on the
question of whether the First
Amendment rights of Preferred
were indeed violated.
The case has very broad implications, and, as we said at the
outset, most of those implications
will take some time to sort out in
the courts, so it is not really clear
what the net result of this case is
going to be. One of the most
interesting aspects of this decision
is that it may have far greater
impact on areas not directly connecied with the case than with the
issue that was before the court.
Here's why:

AMINNIMINIIMM

"The Court recognized, for the first
time, a broad First
Amendment right for
cable television."

The Court recognized, for the
first time, abroad First Amendment right for cable television. It
specifically indicated that the analogy of cable television with television regarding First Amendment
analysis is wrong. That in fact
cable is more analagous with
newspapers, theatre owners,
concert promoters, and the like. In
a footnote the court made this
very clear by saying; "...In addition to originating their own
programming, cable television
operators exercise considerable
editoral discretion regarding what
their programming will include...
Editorial judgement is entitled to
First Amendment protection...
Undeniably, cable operators do
transmit programs produced by
others. To the extent an operator
does so, however, we believe it
would be treated for First Amendment purposes as would be theater
18
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cases — the "must carry" cases
—is coming up on April 16. This
decision comes at just the right
time for us to point out to the D.C.

Sneed, a conservative, Nixon
appointee.
It, therefore, may be that the
first major result of this case which,
after all, is far from over and deals
mainly with access to poles and
conduits and city franchise procedures, is that cable will have a
much better shot at defending our
First Amendment rights against
the blatant abridgement of those
rights embodied in the "must
carry" rules! That certainly would
be a"win" for cable, and would
be very well worth the fight. But
that is not all this case may stand
for.
The Court was very careful to
frame the issue before them narrowly. The central question, as
phrased by the Court, was: "Can
the city, consistent with the First
Amendment, limit access by means
of an auction (franchise) process to
a given region of the city to a
single cable television company,
when the public utility facilities in
that region... are physically capable
of accommodating more than one
system?" The Court very clearly
said the answer is no. However
the Court was also very clear in
saying what it was not deciding. It
took no position on what would
or should happen if in fact there

Court that our view of our First
Amendment rights is now ap-

wasn't space for more than one
operator on the poles — in this
case the Court said that under
prevailing precedent it had to

parently shared by the 9th Circuit
panel which heard the Preferred
case. And lest anyone dismiss the
importance of the decision because
the 9th Circuit has areputation for
being "liberal" and being overturned agreat deal by the Supreme
Court, it should be noted that the

assume that the statements of the
Plaintiff were correct, that there
was sufficient room for more than
one. The Court also said that it
was specifically not ruling on
questions of the validity of various
requirements called for in the
city's franchising process. Those

decision was written by Justice

are two very big open questions.
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Thus, what the Court's main
pronouncement was is limited to
the proposition that cable construction on utility poles is apparently
in and of itself a"communicative
activity" and that poles, and such
are considered to be "public
forums" for the purpose of constructing cable systems. Therefore,
said the Court, any unnecessary
restrictions imposed by the City
on such an activity are violations
of the First Amendment rights of
operators, or would-be operators.
In footnotes and in the general
tenor of the decision the Court
gives a very strong indication of
what it thinks about the extent of
what it said. For instance, there is
afootnote that states that the new
cable legislation, in so .far as it
suggests that acity may limit the
grant of cable television franchises
to "one or more" operators is
probably invalid. They also suggest
that access requirements in particular raise "...troublesome constitutional questions". The Court
went on to say that even though
some of the other cities who filed
"friend of the court" briefs in the
case suggest that there are other
good reasons for imposing franchise restrictions, such as the concern about "cream skimming"
and access, and wanting the best
"state
record
appear
claims

have to pass stiff First Amendment
tests, "...the City must justify its
regulations in terms of its own
problems. It may not rely on the
problems faced by other communities or on justifications that
are merely conclusory and
speculative."
That could turn out to be an
extremely important articulation
of the test to apply to any regula-

TERRESTRIAL
INTERFERENCE.

ASTI is the first complete
professional handbook on the
avoidance, diagnosis and suppression of microwave terrestrial interference (TI) at
TVRO earth stations. This 250
page comprehensive volume
was compiled by an engineering team headed by Glyn
Bostick, President of
Microwave Filter Company,
with valuable input from many

industry leaders such as
California Amplifier and Scientific Atlanta. The result of their
effort is an in-depth exploration
of such topics as equipment
selection for minimizing TI
susceptibility, use of natural
and artificial shielding, system
filtering, and many other cost
effective techniques! Send this
coupon now to receive our
free brochure on ASTI, and
get TI out of the picture!

BANISHED.

of the art" system, the
before the Court did not
to sustain any of those
in that the City had not

proved that it had a"substantial
interest" in those issues. More
importantly, the Court said that
because any restrictions or limitations imposed on a prospective
operator (again assuming there is
space available on the poles) would

tion the city may wish to impose
on cable franchisees in the future.
For instance, if we assume that the
First Amendment rights of cable
operators are sustained as this case
first goes back to the trial court
and then undoubtedly winds its
way up to the Supreme Court, the
question will become what limitations and regulations are valid?
The Court clearly says that the

D YES! Send me the Free brochure on the ASTI Handbook!
EJ YES! Send me the ASTI Handbook. My payment of
$125 is enclosed:
D Check
EJ Money Order
Name
Phone
Company Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Send to: CATJ Magazine,
4209 N.W. 23rd St., Suite 106, Oklahoma City, OK, 73107
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Calendar of Events
3 ACE Awards Ceremony

APRIL
9-11 Canadian Cable Show
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto,
Canada Contact: CCTA (613) 232-2631
16-18 Oklahoma Cable Television Association
Meeting Sheraton Kensington, Tulsa
Contact: Jay Allbaugh (405) 840-9552
16-18 CAST '85
National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham,
U.K. Contact: Mark Voss (713) 463-0502
MAY
5-7 Virginia Cable Television Association
Annual Meeting Wintergreen, VA
Contact: VCTA (804) 358-7060
6-8 Louisiana Cable Television Association
Annual Convention Hilton Hotel, Lafayette,
LA Contact: LCTA (504) 928-5604
JUNE
2-5 National Cable Television Association
Annual Convention Las Vegas Convention
Center, Las Vegas, NV
Contact:NCTA (202)775-3550

Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas,
NV Contact: Susan Wilson (202) 775-3611
16-18 Northeast Cable Television Technical
Seminar Roaring Brook Ranch Resort, Lake
George, N.Y. Sponsored by New York State
Commission on Cable Television
Contact: Bob Levy (518) 474-1324
17-19 CATA '85
Opryland Hotel, Nashville, TN.
Contact: CATA (703) 691-8875

JULY
9-11 Cable '85
Brighton, U.K.
Contact: Online Conferences (212) 279-8890
AUGUST
4-7 CTAM Conference
Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco, CA.
Contact: CTAM (404) 399-5574
25-27 Eastern Cable Show
Congress World Center, Atlanta, GA.
Contact: Southern Cable Television Association (404) 252-2454
0

First real meter —
you can hold in
your hand

Easy
to read
one dB
resolution

BAR GRAPH
LOW PRICE: $219.00
HIGH PERFORMANCE
Shows two* individual
Signal Levels in one dB steps
(not an inaccurate composite
signal measuring device).
Measures all channels when used
with astandard TV Set Converter.
*Specify any two channel or pilot
carrier combinations up to 300 MHz.
Available at major CATV Distributors
Call or write for free color brochure

Sadelco. Inc.

75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631 201.569-3323

General representative for Europe: Catec AG Habsburgerstr 22, 6003, Luzern, Tel. 041-559275, Telex: FICOM 78168
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city may impose "legitimate"
conditions, but it leaves open the
question of what conditions on
the grant or the process of granting
franchises are "legitimate"? This
is left to future cases. However, at
least in the 9th Circuit, the standard
for testing legitimacy is now clear.
The burden is clearly on the city,
and the city may not rely on
problems faced by other communities, and may not base its
restrictions, regulations, or processes for granting franchises on
justifications that are either conclusory or speculative. That is a
very broad and difficult standard
to meet. For instance, the city may
conclude that cable is a"de facto"
monopoly, and thereby try to
justify its regulations based on that
(indeed, that is the justification
that has been used for years). But
the Court indicates here that it

We would caution you, how-

15,000 standby
power sources
carry the

ever, there is a long way to go
between here and there! The
Court's decision could be appealed
by the City requesting a full
rehearing by the entire 9th Circuit

POWERVISION

panel of judges immediately, or
they could appeal to the Supreme
Court. Alternatively the City could
bring in all sorts of evidence in the
now mandated lower court proceeding and prove its case to the

seal. Our new
113C carries UL's.

satisfaction of the court that the
regulations are justifiable. Lots of
things could happen. We will just
have to hold on and watch the
saga unfold.

The principal legal question
that you will hear debated is the
so-called "public forum" doctrine
which is the basis of any First
Amendment claim by cable operators. This theory is best spelled out
will not necessarily accept such a in abook on cable and the First
justification since it is conclusory
Amendment written by George
Shapiro, P. Kurland and J.
— and not based on any evidence,
since the City has never allowed
Mercurio. The book, entitled
competing cable companies to "Cablespeech —The Case for
operate. Almost all the other re- First Amendment Protection" is
quirements that we have become favorably cited by the Court and
so used to in bigger city franchise outlines the basic argument which
fights are similarly suspect since the Court adopted. It is one that
most of them are based on
Washington cable attorney George
"conclusory" and "speculative" Shapiro has been preaching for
justifications. If this Court's deci- some time, and he did so again,
sion on our First Amendment very effectively, in this case in a
rights is sustained, and its criteria
"friend of the court" brief he filed
for testing the validity of franchise on behalf of ATC. The resolution
requirements is adopted, then there of that argument by the Supreme
will be very little left in the way of Court — whether the poles and
franchise regulation of cable tele- conduits constitute a "public
vision — other than, of course,
their appropriate role of assuring
the safety of the use of the streets
and ways under their "police
powers" once all of this gets sorted
out!

forum" will eventually tell the
tale. Even, however, if the ultimate
answer is no, the ruling in this case
is going to have major repercussions because operators already
using the poles would appear to

This power-packed unit is UL-recognized,
so now you can rely on PowerVision
dependability wherever you need the seal.
Similar designs from PowerVision have
carried the load and delivered subscriber
satisfaction for more than eight years.
Its your assurance of state-of-the-art
design with proven performance.
FEATURES: Model NB 113C
• Cycle -type battery charger with failsafe
time-out circuit.
• 15-Amp design —*higher than most for
optimum current delivery
• Fast transfer time
• Short-circuit and surge protection
• Total modular construction
True one-man installation
Easy maintenance
• Pole or pedestal mount
PowerVision — competitively-priced
reliable solutions to all of your
powering requirements.

STANDARD • STANDBY
UN-INTERRUPTIBLE
Call direct: (714) 993-2620
CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-233-2267

ceo

ELECTRONICS INC
60 Decibel Road

State College, Pennsylvania 16801
PowerVision. TM C-COR Electronics, Inc UL.. TM.
Underwriter's Laboratories. Inc. 1984. C-COR Electronics, Inc.
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to meet the same requirements as
the original operator. Any good
operator should not fear competition. The problem comes in when

have far more First Amendment
legitimacy today than ever before.
The Court clearly equated cable
with newspapers rather than television stations —an argument we
have all been making for years.
That in itself is amajor advance.

one operator in an urban build has
been forced to build a "gold
plated" system under requirements
that are now no longer valid and a
new franchisee can now come in

So what are the near-term results
of this case? Well, the first is likely
to be confusion. The Appeals
Court threw out the argument

and build aless costly, and, therefore, much more competitive
IBM

11111113111fflor
ilimeafflviefflair

"The Court's main pronouncement was
limited to the proposition that cable construction on utility poles is apparently in
and of itself a 'communicative activity'..."
"Any good operator should not fear
competition."
about antitrust violations that some
attorneys have been pinning their
hopes on for some time, but it
substituted that issue with a far
more potent First Amendment
defense for operators against
abuses. Cities will have to be far
more cautious from now on in
imposing regulations and in restricting the grant of cable franchises. This could have a major
impact on any ongoing renewal
battles.
Of course, on the other side, it
could well mean that there will be
some renewed efforts at overbuilding. Now CATA does not oppose
overbuilding so long as all the
parties are on equal footing —that
is, the "new" applicant is obliged
22
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system. That could present major
problems, and we have no suggestions as yet on how to deal
with them.
Our apologies for spending so
much of this issue on one subject,
but it is clearly amajor one, and
one whose implications you had
to know and understand. Naturally,
as this case and ones like it proceed
through the courts, we will keep
you informed. This is one of those
situations where we can only
report at this time that avery large
stone has been thrown into the
middle of the pond — we don't
yet know what will happen as the
ripples move out from the point of
impact.
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AERONAUTICAL
NOTIFICATIONS — AN
INTERIM FORM FOR
INTERIM RULES

S

ince many of you have indicated that this is the construction season and you need
some help on wading through
what the FCC wants in the way of
filings for the interim aeronautical
frequency rules, we are giving you
aformat here that you can follow.
Please note afew things about it.
First, it was designed as an application by Mark Palchick (202-6594400), an attorney in Washington
who has been helping us out with
this mess. He filed this basic notice
for CATA's Chairman, Pete
Athanas, and the Commission has
already approved the proposed
signals, so we know this format
works. HOWEVER, THIS IS
NOT A SIMPLE FORM. There
are certain parts that you will have
to create on your own based on
the actual facts in your particular
situation. Once the rules are final
we will issue aCATAform for the
CATA Briefing Book. Until then,
you can use this as an outline of
what you must file (and then you
must wait to hear back from the
Commission, as we explained in
the last issue).
1. A letter should be addressed
to: Mr. William J. Tricarico,
Secretary, Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C. 20554
2. The opening paragraph should
state the following:
XYZ cable company hereby
notifies the Commission of its
intent to use the following
frequencies on its CATV
system which serves the community of
The

following information is provided in accordance with
Section 76.615 of the Commission's Rules.
3. The geographic center of the
system is
N
4. The maximum radius on any
aximuth from the geographical center of the system is
miles.
5. Frequencies (NOTE: This list
assumes you are offsetting up,
rather than down from the
base frequencies - you can
do it either way.
Channel

Visual

Aural

A
B
C
K

121.2625
127.2625

L

229.2625

233.7625

M
N
O
P
Q
R

235.2625

239.7625

S

125.7625
131.7625

133.2625
227.7625

241.2625

245.7625

247.2625

251.7625

253.2625

257.7625

259.2625

263.7625

265.2625
271.2625

269.7625
275.7625

T
U
✓

277.2625

281.7625

283.2625

287.7625

289.2625

293.7625

W

295.2625

299.7625

6. Legal name of system:
7. Çommunity served and FCC
Community Code Number:
8. Name and Telephone number
for FCC to call with approval:
9. NOTE; Now here is the tricky
part. You must tell the Commission how you are going to
comply with the rules. You
must indicate that you are in
compliance with the signal
leakage rules of the Commission, that you have a procedure, whether it is by using
monitors in your truck all the
time or some other means of
monitoring the entire system
at least once every three

months, that you correct and
log the leaks you find, that
you will do a "cumulative
leakage index" report for the
Commission by July 30, 1985
and the technical characteristics of the equipment you are
using to detect leaks. (See the
February issue for more

"...it would seem that
one of the 'conditions'
we might challenge
in the future is ANY
rate regulation!"

details.) The following is only
one example of what must be
said to the Commission in a
notification of this type naturally if you do not use this
type of equipment, or you
have another way you intend
to monitor to comply with the
quarterly monitoring rules, you
should state that. DO NOT
USE THE FOLLOWING
AS YOUR APPLICATION
STANDARD IF IT DOES
NOT ACCURATELY DESCRIBE YOUR SITUATION! IT IS ILLEGAL TO
FILE INCORRECT INFORMATION WITH THE COMMISSION ON A NOTICE
OF THIS NATURE!
This is just asample:
This notice is in compliance
with the January 30, 1985,
public notice with respect to

the second Report and Order
in Docket 21006 and the
Interim Operating Rules thereto. The cable system operated
by
is in
compliance with the basic
signal leakage criteria of Section 76.611 of the Commission's Rules. In particular,
routinely
monitors its system for signal
leakage in accordance with
Section 76.614 of the Commission's Rules. The system is
equipped with a modulated
radiation detection carrier (a
Coo-Coo). Each system technician has an FM receiver
tuned to that carrier in their
vehicle and monitors their service area for radiation daily.
By equipping every vehicle
with leakage monitoring receivers,
is assured of covering the entire
service area within a three
month period. The leakage
detection equipment used is
capable of detecting leaks of
levels of 20 microvolts per
meter at three meters and the
equipment is presently operating at
MHz.
All leaks which are detected are assigned for repair
to atechnician equipped with
All
leaks which produce a field
strength in excess of 20 microvolts per meter at 3meters are
promptly repaired
maintains alog listing the date
and location of each leak
identified, including the date
of repair and the probable
cause of the leakage. The log
is maintained in our offices for
aperiod of two years.
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hereby
states to the Commission that
it will submit a cumulative
leakage index, consistent with
the January 30, 1985 Public
Notice, for the above-referenced system on or before
July 30, 1985.
10. Frequency Tolerance: +/- 5
kHz which will be maintained
by the operator at that
tolerance.
11. Power:
The power of the visual
carriers will not exceed 48
dBmV (not more than -.75
dBm)
The power of the aural
carrier will not exceed 33
dBmV (not more than -15.75
dBm)
12. Modulation:
Standard Television Transmission
Video — AM modulation
Aural — FM modulation
13. Signature and date
That should give you a good
idea of what one of these notifications should look like. They are
not that hard so long as you have
all the elements. The Commission
is being very sticky about your
saying, for instance, what the capability of the equipment you are
using is. Obviously, if it does not
meet the standard as outlined
above, they will not give you the
ok! Please, folks, read this stuff
carefully, and remember that it is
not aform, just asample — you
must put in the accurate descriptions of what you do, and the
equipment you use in your system.
If you do not have amechanism
or plan to monitor your system on
a quarterly basis yet, you had
24
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better get one — for your subscribers' sake as well as for the
application! If you have any
questions, just yell.
SPEAKING OF COPYRIGHT —
Doesn't it seem like we are
always speaking of copyright?
Well, for this month just a few
thoughts. To begin with, we are in
the formative stages of drafting an
"inequities" bill, as we mentioned
in the last issue. Happily, the
NCTA Board has now agreed
with the "inequities" approach,
and we have every reason to
believe that the industry will be
able to put together one bill to
propose. We are working on the
language right now. We'll have
more details next month.

" ...make

sure your
city officials know
about the new cable
law, ..."

Another approach to the whole
copyright problem is to see if we
can "rethink" the whole thing.
This comes at a particularly
important time since cable operators are talking more and more
about redesigning their marketing
around basic services. The penalty
for doing that, of course, is that all
the basic fees go into the calculation
of copyright fees. Thus the fees go
up even though the broadcast
services cannot be increased with-
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out stiff penalties. There is lots of
quiet talking going on about the
whole structure of copyright as it
is now, and we will have more on
that for you in the near future.
One thing that is clear, however,
is that nobody on any side of the
issue is particularly anxious to get
these issues back before the CRT!
That organization is the classic
"loose cannon" on the deck, so
great efforts are being made to
settle differences rather than risk
another aberration such as the
3.75% decision. The first area of
agreement is likely to be on the
question of the amount of any
increase based on the cost of
living, which is a subject up for
review this year. You will probably
hear about ajoint filing and agreement among the parties on the
new rates by the time this issue
reaches you. The details are not
fully worked out yet, however, so
we can't print them in this issue.

FCC ISSUES SEVERAL
NEW CABLE DECISIONS
xTo, not the one you are most
anxious about. The Commission has not ruled on the "effective
competition" rulemaking, and is
not expected to until sometime in
April. We will all have to hold
our breath until then. The betting,
however, given the solid econometric proof the cable industry
supplied to the Commission and
the pure rhetoric everyone else
filed, is that they will go with
something like a two or three
signal standard based on the "must
carry" criteria for reception (35mile zone, Grade B, or Significantly
Viewed) and they will not include
arequirement that competition is
based on the reception of specific
signals — that should especially

be the case now that the "Preferred" case has been decided in our
favor regarding the First Amendment! In fact, it would seem that
one of the "conditions" we might
challenge in the future is ANY rate
regulation! After all, acompeting
cable company, or the potential of
one, is the absolute in the nature of
"effective competition"! We have
to keep our rates reasonable,
regardless of where we are or how
many other signals are around, or,
based on this latest case, we are
inviting an overbuild!
Other decisions by the Commission include one that eliminates most of the requirements
regarding the maintenance of
public inspection files and the
retention of subscriber records.
The only one left in Sec. 76.305 is
(7), regarding origination cablecasting by candidates for public
office, sponsorship identification
and EEO. Section 76.306, regarding keeping subscriber records,
was deleted completely.
The Commission also issued
two new rulemakings. One dealing
with technical standards, which
would substantially eliminate those
standards, except for signal leakage, on the ground that most of
the standards for equipment today
in the cable industry are higher
than what the Commission's rules
call for, and another rulemaking
spelling out what the FCC thinks
it must do to comply with the
EEO provisions of S.66. Needless
to say, they have decided that
more reporting is necessary. The
full document is not out yet, so we
can't really say whether it is good
or bad. From the public notice,
however, it would appear that the
Commission is being reasonable.

We'll have more details in the
next segment of the Washington
Update.

36 MONTHS TO GO WHAT SHOULD IDO

The calls are starting to come in

from operators who have just
reached the magic "36 months to
-go on my franchise" point and
want to know what to do. Well, as
you can tell from the long piece in
this issue regarding the Preferred
case, that is no longer an easy
question to answer if you take into
account the changing ground on
our First Amendment rights. But
leaving that aside for the moment,
one thing is sure. You should

have some
pretty powerful `arrows'to shoot should
afight come."

not accused later of not complying
with the law and thereby losing
your rights. We don't think you
would lose your rights in any
event, but it's better to follow the
timetable!
Having said all that, we have to
admit that the new First Amendment wrinkle that has been thrown
our way certainly makes the prospect for renewal even brighter.
The theoretical problems inherent
in the decision will take a long
time to thrash out, but that uncertainty and confusion can only
work in favor of the cable operator.
The advice city officials must be
given in this set of circumstances is
that they should be very cautious
of any action taking or limiting
cable operator's rights in any way
right now. To view it otherwise
would just open up the city to a
suit. Nobody wants to sue. We
want to go about the business of
offering cable television service to
our subscribers! But it is becoming
clearer every day that with both
S.66 and the Preferred decision
now in our "quiver", we have

make sure your city officials know
about the new cable law, and that
if they don't initiate a "needs
assessment" type of proceeding,
you will formally request one.
You must look at the timetable in
the new law and make sure the
city sticks to it. At the same time
you should be talking to them
about an amicable renewal process
that does not involve all the nonsense written into the law. Then,
upon afriendly renewal, you can
all go about your business. But if
that is not in the cards, you want
to make sure the formal timetables
are complied with so that you are

some pretty powerful "arrows" to
shoot should afight come.
STEALING SATELLITE
SIGNALS
Given the importance of explaining our new legal position
regarding the First Amendment
we did not have enough room left
in this issue to supply you with the
sample letter we promised last
issue on telling your local SMATV
operator what the new law satellite theft means to him. We have a
sample "informational" letter, as
we described in the last issue, and
a"follow-up" letter on the drawing board and they will be
forthcoming.
APRIL, 1985
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THE CABLE TECH'S FILTER COOKBOOK #24
By: Terry Owens
Glyn Bostick
MICROWAVE FILTER COMPANY, INC.

alb

Selecting Good,
Negative Pay-TV Traps
Summary of Elecro-Mechanical Tests
Suggests a Quick, Simple Test

L

performance characteristic of Pay-

AST TIME
Each of six previous installments
of this column (See Table) reported
laboratory tests on one important
CATJ Issue:
September, 1984
October, 1984
December, 1984
January, 1985
February, 1985
March, 1985

TV traps — the type packaged in
the now-familiar metal tube. For
details, consult the appropriate back
issue of CATJ:

Pay-TV Traps and CATV Signal Leakage
Increase Cost-Effectiveness of Pay-TV Traps — Make sure they'll do the job
before you install them
Case Signal Leakage of Pay-TV Traps: Some Test Results
Temperature Stability of Pay-TV Traps: Some Test Results
Effect of Moisture on Pay-TV Traps: Some Test Results
Effect of Shock on Pay-TV Traps: Some Test Results
Here we propose avery simple
test to predict the operating quality
of the trap including moisture behavior and RF leakage levels. It can
be used to select the "best trap" from
among samples of several brands.

•

We'll summarize these tests, and
their conclusions, and propose a
quick and easy test for choosing
between brands.
SUMMARY
Except for performance when
wet, the quality of metal tube video
Pay-TV traps made by various
manufacturers is good to high: they
adequately perform their intended
security function over the range of
mechanical and temperature conditions. While samples tested were
limited, most of these showed ahigh
susceptibility to degrade under wet
conditions.
CATJ

mounted in the open wooden fixture,
clamped down to prevent connector
damage.

Column Title:

THIS TIME
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The "SHERMAN SHOCK MACHINE"
in Action: Dave Sherman drops the trap
samples on concrete floor. Samples were

1
•

Simple wooden pallet for drop shock
testing. Large fuse clips hold the traps in
place and wooden barriers protect connector treads from damage.
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SUFFICIENT NOTCH (VIDEO
LOSS)
All traps tested (from 7 manufacturers) had enough video attenuation to completely remove the
picture and sound. For the range of
TV sets now in use, it usually
requires 40-50 dB of notch to do
both. All test specimens exceeded
50 dB. All traps were tested with a
high sensitivity TV set which required
more notch loss than sets with lower
sensitivity.

Simple "bubble test" apparatus for predicting notch loss and RF leakage increase under wet conditions. 80PSIA air
isforced into the trap while it is immersed.
Allow 5minutes for air captive in output
connector to leak out. Thereafter, steady
stream of bubbles predicts reduced notch
and increased RF leakage in wet weather
or conditions of high humidity — severity
in proportion to intensity of the bubble
stream.

NOTCH CHANGE WITH
TEMPERATURE
The specimens were tested at
room temperature and the extremes
expected in most systems: -30° F
and +140 0 F. Although all traps
experienced achange in notch frequency, and some lost as much as.
20 dB notch attenuation at the video
carrier, no specimen failed to suppress video by at least 50 dB at any
temperature. Hence the CATV
operator need not be too concerned
with this characteristic of Pay-TV
traps: any reputable brand will deny
the channel to the non-subscriber
under normal temperature swings.
All traps lowered their notch
frequency at high temperature, placing more attenuation on the lower
adjacent sound frequency. Except
for traps for the lower VHF channels
(2-6) all standard brands make the

Resonant cavity for testing trap signal leakage. Dimensions result in resonance in
the aeronautical range (115) MHz. (See schematic drawing in CATI, September
1984).

lower adjacent unusable anyway.
So its of no use to worry about this
frequency change anyway — unless
you're working at one of the lower
channels. Then you would be concerned with absolute notch frequency
stability — and might want to test
samples.
NOTCH CHANGE WITH
SHOCK (SUCH AS
DROPPING)
Samples from 5different manufacturers were tested, by dropping
them 10 times from aheight of 10
feet on to a concrete floor (see
CATJ, March 1985). The effect on
notch frequency was negligible: no
trap changed its notch frequency
more than 30 KHz — hardly enough
to reduce video loss by any significant
amount.
It seems that all current trap
manufacturers have learned the trick
of properly potting their circuits
with resilient material to insure that
components return to their "factory
tuned" positions after shock.

EFFECT OF MOISTURE
Here we had amixed bad: two of
the three brands tested failed the
moisture test. In the case of the two
failures, the notch was so badly
destroyed that they performed no
useful security function. We should
not be too hasty to judge the entire
trap-making industry based on this
data. We wanted to test the same
channel for each manufacturer.
Further, we wanted to select samples
with measurable RF leakage. So
this limited the number of test
samples available and, as we will see
later on, perhaps selected the specimens predisposed to malfunction
under wetness. But the facts are:
1. The three samples represented
three different manufacturers.
2. 67% (two out of three) completely failed to perform under
wet conditions.
Therefore, in selecting the trap for
your system, you cannot ignore a
wetness test of some sort (more
later).
APRIL, 1985
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RF CASE LEAKAGE — WET
AND DRY
Earlier tests (CATJ September,
1984) have shown that RF leakage
is due to minute openings or imperfect metal-to-metal joints in the trap
case. Earlier, we proposed aleakage
limit of -65 dB, relative to the drop
level, with leakage voltage measured
at the point of leakage. This standard
was arrived at by translating the
FCC leakage standard (20 microvolts/meter at adistance of 10 feet
from the cable) into a"voltage" at
the point of leakage and adding a
safety of -30 dB to overcome the
effects of cumulative leakage of
many traps in proximity. Test
apparatus was also described (CATJ,
September 1984).
Dry leakage tests showed that
about half of the samples tested
failed this proposed standard. However, considering that the proposed
standard is very stringent and that

Calibrated -20 dB leakage standard. Specimen Pay-TV traps are tested against it in
aspecial resonant chamber.

Bubbles Observed

Subsequent Notch Test

None

Dry notch preserved
Substantial notch loss
Notch destroyed, unusable

Discrete, periodic
Free bubble flow

worst shortfall was in the neighborhood of only 13 dB, this showing, in RELATION BETWEEN WETitself, is not considered significant.
NESS EFFECTS ON NOTCH
Wet leakage is another matter, AND LEAKAGE
since it tends to increase leakage. Of
Reviewing the tests from notch
the three specimens tested, one survival and RF leakage in wet
showed no measurable change be- conditions, a definite correlation
tween the dry and wet conditions
while two showed leakage increases
10-15 dB. This confirms some

emerges. The traps which failed
most severly under wet conditions
(notch destruction) had a higher
reports from heavily trapped sys- leakage level when tested dry. And,
tems that there seems to be a of course, this leakage increased
correlation between higher system with wet conditions. Going back to
leakage test results and wet our "bubble test" (forcing air through
weather.
the trap while under water) notch
28
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failure under moisture was quite
predictable:
A PROPOSED QUALITY TEST
We can predict susceptibility to
moisture by measuring RF leakage:
if this is high, risk is low. But this test
is not conclusive. Besides, the RF
leakage test is atough one: you need
special, sophisticated test equipment.
But, if the notch is adversely
affected by wetness, the RF leakage,
already somewhat marginal, will
increase.

Typical cylindrical Pay-TV trap. The
outer metal sleeve is forced over the end
plugs which are usually integral with the
connectors. Hence the most likely leakage
source (RFand moisture) is any clearance
or imperfect metal-to-metal contact at
either end of the outer tube.

So, let's use the simple bubble test
to predict wet notch behavior. If
you've got time, soak all the competing brands in water for 24 hours and
then test them on a spectrum
analyzer, or try them out on aTV
set. If not, set up the simple "bubble
rig" and accept only those which
give you no bubbles. These will
have low RF leakage and will not
have notch malfunction under wet
conditions.

I e'
Ià

NEXT TIME
We'll compare the two major

gi

I

types of trapping: negative and positive and suggest some guidelines for
selecting the most cost-effective
method for your system.

;
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HANGING ON
to your old
manual billing
system is not
very smart.
CATV 6.0 is aBilling,/
Accounts Receivable System
designed specifically for
Cable TV operators far use
on the economical TRS-80®
Model 12 and multiuser
Tandy 6000 under TRSXenix°. This system maintains subscriber accounts
faster, with efficient payment
verification and account updating, and provides timely
management reports. All in
alanguage YOU understand.

Call 1-803-787-7256 or write

ehlen software products

6319 Briarwoorl Road •Columbia, SC 29206
TRS-80*and TRS-Xenieare registered trademarks of The Tandy Cnrporation.
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PART 1

Noise Temperature and G/T
of Satellite Receiving Systems

by J. Searcy Hollis

Introduction

N

oise is the combination of
unwanted disturbances

that tend to obscure the information content of asignal.
The limiting sensitivity of a
receiving system is determined by
the ratio of received signal power
to noise power which just satisfies
an established criterion. The criterion may be that the signal is
barely detectable or that it exceeds
some specified signal-to-noise
ratio. The latter is the case in most
practical communications systems.
Although certain types of noise,
for example ignition noise and
radar signals, are periodic in
nature, noise which is of routine
importance to satellite communications systems can usually be
assumed random with continuous
spectra. It will be seen that noise

temperature is aconvenient measure of noise power with continuous spectra.

Sources of Noise
The major sources of noise in
the indicated context can be separated into external noise and
internal, or circuit, noise. These
sources of noise are illustrated in
Figure 1.
Internal noise can be broken
into thermal noise and other forms
of circuit noise, such as shot noise
in vacuum tubes, current noise in
semiconductors and movements
of domain boundaries in ferromagnetic devices. Thermal noise is
random electrical noise caused by
the motion of free electrons in
conductors. Thermal noise power
is proportional to absolute temperature, which is a measure of

Figure 1. Sketch Showing Elements Which Contribute to the Noise
Temperature of aCommunications Receiving System
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the thermodynamic energy of the
conductor.
External noise is largely due to
extra-terrestrial sources and thermal radiation from the atmosphere
and the earth. Cosmic noise is a
low level of extra-terrestrial radiation that appears to come from all
directions. It is considered to be
residual radiation due to the events
that occurred during the origin of
the universe.
The sun is an extremely strong
source of noise, which can interrupt satellite communications
when it passes behind the satellite
being used and thus lies in the
main lobe of an earth station's
receiving antenna pattern. The
moon is a much weaker source,
which is relatively innocuous to
satellite communications. Its radiation is due to its own temperature
and to reflected radiation from the
sun.
The atmosphere affects external
noise in two ways. It attenuates
noise passing through it, and it
generates thermal noise because
of the energy of its constituents.
Ground radiation, which includes
radiation from objects of all kinds,
is also thermal in nature.
Radio Stars. Mapping the sky
with radio telescopes has disclosed
"radio stars" in addition to the
background cosmic noise. These
are discrete sources of noise which
emit energy in the radio and
microwave regions of the spectrum. Figure 2 is agraph which

TABLE 1— Radio Source Data
Position
Radio Star

Type*

Size

RA h

Dec°

RA' x DEC'

NL°

to

Visibility
SL°

Cas A

SR

23.4

58.6

4 x4

90

Tau A

SR

5.5

22.0

3.3 x4

90

48

Orion A

EN

5.5

-5.4

3.5 x3.5

65

75

11

Cyg A

RG

20.0

40.6

1.6 x 1

90

29

Virgo A

RG

12.5

12.7

1x 1.8

73

57

DR 21

EN

20.6

42.2

< 0.3

90

28

*SR = Supernova Remnant
EN = Emission Nebula
RG = Radio Galaxy
NBSIR 74-382

shows the flux density of several
radio stars, and Table 1 gives
technical information about each.
The flux density from these
stars is not high enough to represent a problem in satellite communications, but certain stars,
especially Cas A, which is in the
constellation Cassiopeia, are strong
enough for use as measurement
sources for the larger satellite
communications antennas.
Cas A has been extensively
mapped, and a contour map,
showing its brightness, is shown in
Figure 3. Figure 3, Figure 1and
Table 1are from National Bureau
of Standards Report NBSIR 74382 A Study of the Measurement
of G/T Using Cassiopeia A by
D.F. Wait, et. al.

Noise Fundamentals
Noise Power and Noise Power
Spectral Density. Boltzmann's
constant krelates temperature to
the thermal energy of motion and
matter. Its value is approximately
1.3805 x 10 -23 Joules/K. The
random acceleration of electrons
in any type of matter produces
electrical noise power, which is
proportional to temperature in
Kelvins.*

This power is uniformly distributed in frequency from zero
through the microwave region of
the spectrum. It has anoise power
spectral density** defined by:

N=dPN/df • (Watts/Hertz)
(1)
The Fourier components which
describe the motion of electrons in
matter begin to roll off in amplitude toward the millimeter-wave

*See Glossary. "Kelvins" is abbreviated to "K."
**The designation "spectral density" is in contrast to "flux density."
The latter refers to noise power
per square meter, which may be
incident on an antenna, for ex-

ample. Noise flux density has the
units of watts/meter' or watts/Hz/
meter2. In the discussions that
follow, we will omit the modifiers
"flux" and/or ":spectral" except
where the omission leads to
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power density on the assumption
that we are considering only
conjugately-matched devices.
Noise Temperature. The noise
temperature Tx is ameasure of
the noise power produced by a
communications system, subsystem, component, or noise source
which is designated by the subscript x; it is always an "effective"
temperature rather than aphysical
temperature, since it is ameasure
of all of the noise, both thermal
and non-thermal.
Tx is the ratio of the available
noise-power density to Boltzmann's constant:

35 ,

34'

833'

32'

31.
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se' 30'
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23h2I m

54 8
23 '20"

Figure 3. Brightness Temperature Contour Map of Cas A

(Coordinates for Epoch AD
1950.0, 5.0 GHz)
From NBSIR 74-382
(Courtesy of "Monthly Notices of the
Royal Astronomical Society", Vol. 151,
No. I, p. 112, 1970)

region of the spectrum. Quantum
noise, caused by random changes
of energy states of electrons, increases with frequency and begins
to dominate above this frequency
region.
The available noise power
density No is that noise-power
density delivered from a noise
source to aconjugate load. It is
given by:
No=kT
P.O. BOX 10185
SARASOTA, FL 33578
Telphone: 813 371-3444
813 377-5343
FL Only
800 282-3952
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, (Watts/Hertz)

(2)

We will tend to omit the modifier "available" in this paper and
define noise power density to be
synonymous with available noise
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(K)

(3)

It is a convenient measure
because it falls in the range of a
few degrees to a few thousand
degrees in satellite communications
circuits.
Noise Sources. A noise source
is a device which generates a
continuous spectrum of electromagnetic energy. Astandard noise
source is a noise source whose
output noise-power density or
noise temperature has been calibrated to aspecified accuracy.
Most standard noise sources
used in noise measurements of
satellite earth station receiving
systems fall into one of the
following categories:
a. Passive loads in waveguide or
coaxial cable cooled to the
boiling point of aspecific liquified gas, such as Helium,
Nitrogen or Freon.
b. Passive loads heated to an accurately controlled temperature
above the ambient.
c. Noise sources obtained by electrical discharge in rarefied gases,

STANDARDIZE
WITH THE NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR CATV SYSTEMS — GRAPHIC SYMBOLS

In order to help you standardize your grid and map preparation Television Publications is now
offering a brochure of National Standards for CATV systems Graphic Symbols.
The symbols in this publication present cable television systems
operators and engineers with a uniform means of
schematic and system map design throughout
the Cable Television Industry. Order one
for each of your operators and
engineers and get
standardized !

YES! IWANT THE NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR CATV SYSTEMS - GRAPHIC SYMBOLS GUIDE
SEND TO:
NAME

SYSTEM NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE

PRICES
5.00 each
40.00 for 10 guides

CITY
PLEASE SEND

STATE

ZIP

SYMBOLS GUIDES. ENCLOSED IS $

90.00 for 25 guides

FOR MY ORDER.

MAIL TO: TELEVISION PUBLICATIONS. INC. SUITE 106 4209 NW 23 OKLA. CITY OKLA. 73107 405/947-7664
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This chart gi•es you a bask introduction to FM truism'ssion,

helping

you to

recognize

porticular

distortions or set up
s

problems, whether observed with • vra•dorni monitor or a video menhir.
HEADEND/INTERFERENCE WALL CHART

he, more then 20 off-the -screen photos of

typical (and not so typical) oft Nir headend type problems. Each is identified, and with this d'art you
can zero in on heodend problem. in one big hurry. Explains what heodend intereference looks like and leads you
..•••fe

to solutions to eliminsne it.

-*"
FCC TESTS WALL CHART — is the industry', best training tool for teaching system employees how to recognize everything from cross mod to HumMod. Has more then 60 oft-the-screen photos of typical plant problem.; things like Hum Mod with calibration), signal to noise, "dun.' and more.
CI INTERFERENCE WALL CHART
COST FOR EACH IS:

- leads you quickly and painlessly to cures to CI interference.

I1$10.00 or

$33.00 set of 4.

NAME
ADDRESS
CO. NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Iam enclosing a check for $

ZIP
for the items marked below.

El A — F.M. Video Transmission Chart
LII B — CBIC — Citizens Band Interference Committee Diagnostic Churl
LII C — FCC Compliance Tests Subjective Evaluation System Chart
D D — Head End Signal Quality Evaluation Comparison Chart
Mail to: CATJ Magazine
Suite 106,
4209 N.W. 23rd
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Okla. City, Okla. 73107

such as argon, neon or xenon.
d. Solid-state noise sources.
e. Receiving antennas. An antenna
is anoise source which derives
its noise power largely from the
noise flux which is incident
upon it.
Antenna Noise Temperature.
An antenna was defined in (e)
above as anoise source. A typical
antenna used in satellite communications can be considered anoise
source combined with a nearly
lossless, linear two-port* as shown
in Figure 4, where the two-port
represents the ohmic losses of the
antenna. In the following development, we will consider these losses
to be zero. The effects of losses
will be taken into account by the
techniques described under the
section entitled System Noise
Temperature.
It can be shown that if a
lossless antenna is enclosed in a
perfectly absorbing box whose
temperature is T, the antenna
appears at its terminals to be a

INCIDENT
NOISE

TWO-PORT
REPRESENTING
ANTENNA LOSSES

FLUX
ANTENNA

Figure 4. Antenna, Showing Incident Noise Flux

St 2

G i[T c q c,+ (1-0r )T.r],
T-tr
G2[pT c +(l-p)T G e-Ts(4)

ture, and

p=the power reflection coeffi-

cient of the earth (<1).
where:
*See Glossary (Section 5C-1) and paraTa =antenna temperature,
graph on power gain in this paper.
G1 =the gain of the antenna as a
function of the directions from (Continued next issue with part 2)
which the antenna is receiving
direct radiation from the sky,
G2 =the gain of the antenna as a
function of the directions from
ff
which the antenna is receiving
direct radiation from the earth,
St j=the region of solid angle of
noise source of temperature TA=T.
the antenna pattern that is
It "sees" atemperature of T from
above ground level (steraall directions.
dians),
It's a simple promise. And PTS,
If the box is removed, the
the world's largest independent
Çt2 = the region of solid angle of
electronics repair facility, is the
antenna will see different values of
first to make it. On time or free.
the antenna pattern that is
incident noise flux, represented by
At any of the 15 PTS Servicenters
toward the earth (steradians),
nationwide.
different noise temperatures, as a
For your free copy of the PTS
Tc = the background noise temfunction of direction about the
Express Service Pak, including
perature of the sky,
terms and conditions of the "on
antenna. The value of TA is the
time or free" guarantee and PTS
T.r = the equivalent atmospheric
antenna noise temperature of
warranty, contact PTS today.
noise temperature,
the antenna in a particular
TG = noise temperature of the
environment.
a liRESS
ground (approximately 290K).
The contribution of the incident
CONVERTER
Ts=noise temperature of the sun*
REPAIR
noise flux to TA is weighted by
PTS CORPORATION P 0 Box 272
G.c.= the atmospheric transmission
the radiation pattern of the anBloomington, IN 47402 18121 824-9331
factor ((1) through the tropotenna. The total antenna temperasphere and lower atmosphere
ture can be approximated by the
including the effects of moisequation:

We
s
on time
or free"
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Showcase
BEN HUGHES ADDS

LOW COST CRIMP
TOOL FROM

CRIMP TOOLS

RMS

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC., introduces a heavy duty, low cost
Hex Crimp Tool, Model #CA-596T.

Ben Hughes Communications
Products Co., Inc. announces the
addition of four CABLE-PREP®
hex crimp tools. The HCT-325,
HCT-340 and HCT-775 expand
the RF connector application series of crimp tools.

This Hex Crimp Tool is designed
for the CATV and MATV installer,
and insures positive crimp alignment and trouble-free installations. The CA-596T measures
21
/
4" x 91
/
4",
providing greater

187 and RG-188. The suggested
list price is $49.50.
The HCT-775 will crimp Gilbert
N connectors for RG-58, RG-59
and RG-6. The suggested list price
is $31.50.
The fourth crimp tool, the HCT669, is acombination tool, on the
new larger jaw, of our HCT-659
and HCT-660 for CATV, MATV
and STV applications. The suggested list price is $35.00.

MODEL NO. Major Hex Minor Hex

compression leverage. Some of
the features of this tool are: Hardened pins, lock rings, red molded
plastic handles, lightweight and
fits the installers belt, and it can

HCT-325
HCT-340
HCT-669
HCT-775

.400
.149
.384
.384

.100

.050

$31.50

.039

.324
.324

.075
.262
.100

49.50
35.00
31.50

nectors on RG-8 and RG-58. This
tool combines four hexes on a
new larger jaw. The suggested list
price is $31.50.
The HCT-340 crimps BNC connectors on RG-174, RG-179, RG-

special Introductory Price of $6.95.
For further information, or for
placing orders, please contact
RMS at the Bronx address: 50
Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462, or
call 1-800-223-8312.
•

List Price

.240

The HCT-325 crimps UHF con-

be used with one hand. The hex
dimension for the RG59/U is .262"
and the RG6/U is .324" on aflatto-flat measurement. RMS is offering this Hex Crimp Tool at a

Contact Hexes

.068

These tools are available from
your CABLE-PREP® distributor.
For more information contact Ben
Hughes Communication Products
Co., Inc., 304 Boston Post Rd.,
Old Saybrook CT 06475, (203)
388-3559.

•

DIGITAL MULTIMETER
FEATURING RIGHT ANGLE
LEADS FROM CWY

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
INTRODUCES UL LISTED
DROP CABLE
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., has introduced UL listed, flame retardant
bonded drop cable. The new cable
is designed for use in applications
which must meet NEC Article 820
wiring codes.
Manufactured in a wide range
of sizes and configurations, the
new coaxial cable is recommended

Model
CWY-550

for installation in SMATV, data
network, video security and CATV
system applications. The UL listed
cable will be manufactured at
Scientific-Atlanta's cable facility
in Phoenix, Arizona.
For additional information contact: Richard Bell, Marketing
Manager, Coaxial Cable Division
(602) 268-8744.
•
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A new digital multimeter featuring right angle leads that help
prevent breakage is now available
to the cable television industries
exclusively from CWY Electronics,
Lafayette, IN.
The new Model CWY-550 six-

APRIL, 1985
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function auto range digital multimeter solves the problems of lead
breakage and disconnection by
incorporating leads designed at
right angles.
The Model CWY-550 offers full
auto ranging for quick and easy 10-

readings and employs Soar 80 pin
LSI for low parts count and assurance of long-term stability and
accuracy.

rugged ABS plastic case with an

on all other ranges.
Other features include auto
polarity and decimal with full function annunciators; low battery

Also, the Model CWY-550 includes a continuity beeper and
100 megohm input resistance on
200 mV DC range for virtually no
circuit loading of low output devices, with standard 10 megohm

indicator; and a replaceable fuse.
The Model CWY-550 offers full
overload protection for all functions and can withstand up to
6,000V surges.

LCD protective lens and RFI/EMI
shielding. It can run for more than
500 hours on two 1.5V AA batteries, which are included, along
with test leads and spare fuse.
For further information about
the

Model

CWY-550,

contact

CWY Electronics, P.O. Box 489,
Lafayette, IN 47903, or call toll-

The Model CWY-550 comes in a

f
ree 1-800-382-7526.

•

ANIXTER COMMUNICATIONS
TO DISTRIBUTE NIT
TELE -IMAGER 2000
Anixter Communications will
distribute Northern

Information

Technology's Tele -Imager 2000,
it was announced by Matt Plonsky,
V.P. of Sales and Marketing.
The product is designed to
transmit freeze-frame video images across telephone circuits,
twisted pair, or voice grade radio
channels. The TI-2000 can capture
video frames from any standard
monochrome or color video camera or video tape recorder. These
captured images may be saved
and played back on any standard
audio tape recorder, or processed
via a thermal printer.
The Tele -I mager 2000 offers im-

NIT TELE -IMAGER 2000

mediate picture communication,
The NIT Tele-I mager 2000 will

and will find application in any
work that requires visual confirma-

be available throughout Anixter's

tion

Nationwide network of computer-

between remote locations,

such as medical diagnosis (e.g.

linked distribution centers.

ture with Ameritech Development
Corporation, Inc.
Anixter Communications is a
supply specialist to the telecom-

radiology), teleconferencing, iden-

Northern Information Technol-

munications and Cable TV in-

tification verification, information

ogy, located in Arlington Heights,

dustries, and is a unit of Anixter

display, electronic media and

Illinois, is asupplier of tele-imag-

Bros., Inc. For more information,

security.

ing equipment, and is ajoint ven-

contact them at (312) 677-2600. •

ANIXTER ADDS MODULATORS

line, it was announced by Gordon

Camera, VTR modulator or any
use where baseband video and

TO CATEL LINE

Halverson, Vice President of CATV
The

Anixter Communications

MATV,

audio is to be converted to standard or special TV channels. The
TM-2400 brings the advantages

Sales and Marketing.
TM-1400

offers

has

SMATV and DBS operators the

added the TM-1400 and TM-2400

advantage of aheterodyne modu-

of IF modulation within reach of

modulators to its Catel product

lator. Applications include TVRO,

almost

any
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system. It can be used with film
chains, cameras,
demodulators.

VTRs or TV

The Catel TM-1400 and TM2400 are both available throughout
Anixter's North American network
of computer-linked distribution
centers.
Anixter Communications is a
supply specialist to the cable TV
and telephone industries, and is a
unit of Anixter Bros., Inc. For
more information, contact them
at (312) 677-2600 or write 4711
Golf Road, One Concourse Plaza,
Skokie, Illinois 60076.
•
TM-1400 Modulator

TECHNICAL SEMINAR
TO BE HELD
IN IOWA CITY

The Annual Spring Iowa Technical Seminar will be held in Iowa
City, Iowa, April 12 and 13, 1985.
Papers will be presented on a
variety of different subjects of
current interest to cable personnel,

BROADBAND DUAL CABLE
LAN AMPLIFIERS
INTRODUCED BY C-COR

A new series of broadband radio
frequency amplifiers for dual cable
data systems, traffic control or
video surveillance applications
has been introduced by C-COR
Electronics, Inc.

from satellite transmission through
installation practices.
This seminar, as with past
seminars, will be led by vendor

LAN-2000

engineering representatives and
by system engineers.
Attendance is not restricted to
members of particular organizations. Systemtechs from neighboring states have attended prior sessions. The anticipated attendance
is approximately 75 persons.
Pre-registration is $15.00 which
includes two meals.
For further information, contact
Jean Hamilton, Heritage Communications 515-246-1440.
•
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LAN 2000 Series amplifiers
introduced by C-COR Electronics extends
tapped feeder lines in a dual cable Local Area Network.
The dual cable LAN 2000/3000/
4000 Series amplifiers have apass
band of 42 to 450 MHz and a
maximum operational spacing of
21 dB at 400 MHz.
The Model LAN 3000 Series
amplifier is designed for the outbound or receive cable of a dual

APRIL, 1985
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cable system, while the Model
LAN 4000 Series is configured for
the inbound or transmit cable.
The LAN Series can also be used
by itself in inbound single cable
systems where larger amounts of
inbound bandwidth are required,
such as in traffic control and video

surveillance systems.
The LAN 2000 Series amplifier
extends tapped feeder lines in a
dual cable system and can be
optimally configured for both inbound and outbound amplifier
applications.
These amplifiers are housed in
weatherproof and rfi-shielded
aluminum housings suitable for
outdoor or indoor installation.
External test points on the housings allow monitoring of the amplifier without opening the housing
cover.
Options available for the LAN
3000/4000 Series include status
monitoring and an Active Failsafe
Amplifier.

LAN 3000/4000

For more information, contact
C-COR

Electronics,

Inc., 60

Decibel Road, State College, PA
16801. Phone 1-800-233-2267.

C-COR Electronics new LAN 3000/4000 Series broadband amplifiers
are for use in dual cable data systems, traffic control or video
surveillance applications.
•

RR/RB ROLL BASE AND
DIGITAL STORAGE
OSCILLOSCOPE NOW
AVAILABLE FROM CWY
The new Model RR/RB roll base,
introduced by CWY Electronics,
provides a convenient and easy
method

of

relocating

headend

racks. The roll base, designed to
accommodate the

CWY

Model

RR72 rack, is shipped assembled
and comes complete with locking
casters and outrigger-style supports, and is support weight rated
at 500 pounds. The RR72 rack
bolts tightly to the roll base for
added security. Dimensions of the
roll base are: 2 1/2" high, exterior
26 1/4" by 27", interior 20" by
20 3/4" and shipping weight is 12
pounds.

fits easily into abriefcase for easy

A compact dual trace LCD digi-

transportation and on-site analysis

tal storage oscilloscope is also

For further information, contact

now available from CWY Electronics. The Model 1000 dual trace

and is ideal for field service, design
engineering, and plant mainten-

CWY Electronics, P.O. Box 4519,

ance. Its battery operated memory

LCD digital storage oscilloscope

allows remote data analysis. The

free 1-800-428-5796. (In Indiana
call 1-800-382-7526
o

Model 1000 sells for $1,195.

Lafayette, IN 47903, or call toll-

APRIL, 1985
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Associate Roster
Alpha Technologies
1305 Fraser St. D-G,
Bellingham, WA 98225
206-671-7703
(M9, Standby Power
Supplies)

Capscan, Inc.
P.O. Box 36,
Adelphia, NJ 07710
1-800-CABLETV or
222-5388
(M1, 3, 4, 5)

Anixter Communications,
4711 Golf Road,
Skokie, IL 60076
312-677-2600
(D1)

CBN Cable Network,
CBN Center
Virginia Beach, VA 23463
804-424-7777
(S9)

Arts & Entertainment
Network
555 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017
212-661-4500
(S9)

Charles Greene & Assoc.
a division of
AMCOM, Inc.,
Bldg. E, Suite 200,
5775 PeachtreeDunwoody Rd., N.E.,
Atlanta, GA 30342
404-256-0228
(S9, Brokering &
Consulting)

The Associated Press
50 Rockfeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020
212-621-1513
(S9 Automated News
SVC)
Automation Techniques,
1550 N. 105th E. Ave.
Tulsa, OK 74116
918-836-2584
(M9)
Av -Tek, Inc., Inc.,
Box 188,
Aurora, NE 68818
402-694-5201
(M8)
Blonder-Tongue Labs, Inc.,
1Jake Brown Rd.,
Old Bridge, NJ 08857
201-697-4000
(M1, 2, 4, 5)
Broadband Engineering,
Inc.
P.O. Box 1247,
Jupiter, FL 33458
1-800-327-6690
(D9, M4, S9)

C-Cor Electronics, Inc.,
60 Decibel Rd.,
State College, PA 16801
814-238-2461
(M1, 4, 5, Sl, 2, 8)
CWY Electronics
405 N. Earl Ave.,
Lafayette, IN 74904
1-800-428-7596
(M9, D1)
Cable Graphic Sciences
7095 N. Clovis Ave.
Clovis, CA 93612
209-297-0508
(M9 Character
Generators)

Budco, Inc.,
4910 East Admiral Place,
Tulsa, OK 74115
1-800-331-2246
(D9, Security &
Identification Devices)

The Disney Channel
500 S. Buena Vista
Burbank, CA 91521
213-840-5080
(S4)

CATE L,
4800 Patrick Henry Dr.,
Santa Clara, CA 95054
408-988-7722

Ditch Witch,
P.O. Box 66,
Perry, OK 73077
1-800-654-6481
(M9)
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The Drop Shop Ltd., Inc.,
Box 284,
Roselle, NJ 07203
1-800-526-4100 or
1-800-227-0700 (West)
(D3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
M5, 6, 7, 8, 9 Plastics)

Group W Satellite
Communications
41 Harbor Plaza Dr.,
P.O. Box 10210,
Stamford, CT 06904
203-965-6219
(S4)

Durnell Engineering Inc.,
Hwy 4 So
Emmetsburg, IA 50536
712-852-2611
(M9)

Harmon & Company
5660 S. Syracuse Circle
Greenwood Plaza,
Englewood, CO 80111
303-773-3821
(S3)

Eagle Com-Tronics, Inc.,
4562 Waterhouse Rd.,
Clay, NY 13041
1-800-448-7474
(M9, Pay TV Delivery
Systems & Products)

Heller-Oak
Communications
105 W. Adams St.,
Chicago, IL 60603
1-800-621-2139 •7600
(S3)

Eastern Microwave, Inc.,
3 Northern Concourse,
P.O. Box 4872,
Syracuse, NY 13221
315-455-5955
(S4)

Home Box Office, Inc.,
12750 Merit Dr.
Dallas, TX 75251
214-387-8557
(S4)

Electroline TV
Equipment, Inc.,
8750-8th Ave.,
St. Michel,
Montreal, Canada
H1Z 2W4
514-725-2471
(M4, 5, 7, 9, D7, 9)

Ind. Co. Cable TV, Inc.,
P.O. Box 3799
Hwy. 167 N,
Batesville, AR 72501
501-793-4174
(D1)

Electron Consulting
Associates,
Box 2029,
Grove, OK 74344
918-786-5349
(M2, D1, Sl, 8)

Communications Equity
Associates,
851 Lincoln Center,
5401 W. Kennedy Blvd.,
Tampa, FL 33609
813-877-8844
(S3)
ComSonics, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1106,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
1-800-336-9681
(M8, 9, S8, 9)

Note: Associates listed
with *are Charter Members.

ESPN,
ESPN Plaza,
Bristol, CT 06010
203-584-8477
(S9)
Gardiner Communications
Corp.,
3506 Security St.,
Garland, TX 75042
214-348-4747
(M9, TVRO Packages, Si
2, 8)
Gilbert Engineering Co.,
P.O. Box 23189,
Phoenix, AZ 85063
1-800-528-5567 or
602-245-1050
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•Jerry Conn Associates,
Inc.,
P.O. Box 444,
Chambersburg, PA 17201
1-800-233-7600
1-800-692-7370 (PA)
(D3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)

KMP Computer
Services, Inc.,
135 Longview Dr.,
Los Alamos, NM 87544
505-662-5545
(S4, 5)

Katek, Inc.,
215 Wood Ave.,
Middlesex, NJ 08846
201-356-8940

Klungness Electronic
Supply,
P.O. Box 547,
107 Kent Street,
Iron Mountain, MI 49801
1-800-338-9292
1-800-682-7140 (Mich)
(D1, 8, S2, 8)

LAC Electronics, Inc.,
901 South Ave,
Horseheads, NY 14845
607-739-3844
(M7)

Larson Electronics, Inc.,
311 S. Locust St.,
Denton, TX 76201
817-387-0002
(M9 Standby Power)

Lifetime
1211 Avenue of the
Americas
4th Floor
New York, NY 10036
212-719-7230
(S9, Programming)

Lindsay America, Inc.
P.O. Box 15775
1202 B West 19th St.
Panama City, FL 32405
904-769-2321

MA/COM Cable Home
Group
P.O. Box 1729
Hickory, NC 28603
1-800-438-3331
(M2, 3, 7, S2)

Magnavox CATV Systems,
Inc.
100 Fairgrounds Dr.,
Manlius, NY 13104
315-682-9105
(M2, 3, 7, S2)

McCullough Satellite
Equipment,
Route 5, Box 97,
Salem, AR 72576
501-895-3167
(M2, 9, D3, 4, 6, 7)
Microdyne Corporation,
471 Oak Road,
Ocala, FL 32672
904-687-4633
(M9 Satellite TV
Receivers)

" Microwave Filter Co.,
6743 Kinne St., Box 103,
E. Syracuse, NY 10357
1-800-448-1666
(M9 Bandpass Filter)

Oak Communications, Inc.
16516 Via Esprillo
Rancho Bernardo, CA 92127
619-451-1500

Distributors

Manufacturers

01-Full CATV equipment line

Ml-Full CATV equipment line

Si -CATV contracting

D2-CATV antennas

Service Firms

M2-CATV antennas

S2-CATV construction

D3-CATV cable

M3-CATV cable

S3-CATV financing

D4 -CATV amplifiers

M4 -CATV amplifiers

54-CATV software

D5-CATV passives

M5-CATV passives

S5-CATV billing services

D6-CATV hardware

M6-CATV hardware

56-CATV publishing

D7-CATV connectors

M7-CATV connectors

S7-CATV drop installation

D8-CATV test equipment

M8-CATV test equipment

S8-CATV engineering

D9 -Other

M9 -Other

S9 -Other

Panasonic Industrial, Co.,
One Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
201-392-4109

Power and Telephone
Supply Company, Inc.
530 Interchange Drive
NW.,
Atlanta, GA 30336
1-800-241-9996
(D1)

Tele -Wire Supply Corp.,
7 Michael Ave.,
East Farmingdale,
NY 11735
516-293-7788
(D1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)

Texscan Corp.,
3102 N. 29th Ave.,
Phoenix, AZ 85017
602-252-5021
(M9 Bandpass Filters)

Quality RF Services, Inc.
825 Park Way, Suite 3,
Jupiter, FL 33458
305-747-4998
1-800-327-9767
1-800-433-0107 (In
Florida)
(M4, S9)

RMS Electronics
50 Antin Place
Bronx, NY 10462
1-800-223-8312
1-800-221-8857 (Poleline)
(M4, 5, 6, 7, 9)

*Times Fiber
Communications,
358 Hall Avenue,
Wallingford, CT 06492
1-800-243-6904
(M3)

Tocom, Inc.,
P.O. Box 47066,
Dallas, TX 75247
214-438-7691
(M1, 4, 9 Converters)

•Toner Cable
Equipment, Inc.,
969 Horsham Rd,
Horsham, PA 19044
1-800-523-5947
In PA 1-800-523-492-2512
also 1-800-523-5947 (PA)
(S5, D1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)

Triple Crown
Electronics, Inc.,
4560 Fieldgate Dr.,
Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada L4W 3W6
416-629-1111
Telex 06-960-456
(M4, 8)

Sadelco, Inc.,
75 West Forest Ave ,
Englewood, NJ 07631
201-569-3323
(M8)

Showtime/The Movie
Channel, Inc.
1633 Broadway,
New York, NY 10019
212-708-1600
(S4)

Turner Broadcasting
System,
1050 Techwood Dr,
Atlanta, GA 30318
404-898-8500

Satellite Syndicated
Systems, Inc.,
P.O. Box 470684
Tulsa, OK 74147
918-481-0881
(S9)

TV Watch, Inc.,
1819 Peachtree Rd. N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30309
1-800-554-1155
(S9)

Telstar Marketing &
Consulting
C.T.H."F" 2930
Blue Mounds, WI 53517
608-437-5460
(S9)

United Press International
220 East 42nd St,
New York, NY 10017
212-682-0400
(S9 Automated News
SVC)
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United Video, Inc.,
3801 South Sheridan Rd.,
Tulsa, OK 74145
1-800-331-4806
(S9)
USA Network
303 East Ohio Street
Time & Life Bldg. Suite 2701
Chicago, IL 60611
312-644-5413
(S9)
Viewstar, Inc.,
705 Progress Ave.,
Unit 53,
Scarbdrough, Ontario,
Canada M1H 2X1
416-439-3170
(M9 Cable Converter)
Vitek Electronics
710 Narragansett Park Dr.
Pawtucket, RI 02861
401-724-4400
Walsh, Walsh, Sweeney
& Whitney, S.C.
P.O. Box 1269,
Madison, WI 53701
608-257-1491
(S9)
Warner Amex Satellite
Entertainment Corporation
1211 Avenue of the
Americas,
New York, NY 10036
212-944-4250
(S4)
•Wavetek Indiana
5808 Churchman,
Beech Grove, IN 46107
1-800-428-4424
TWIX 810-341-3226
(M8)
Weatherscan,
Loop 132,
Throckmorton Hwy.,
Olney, TX 76374
817-564-5688
(D9, Sony Equip. Dist.,
M9 Weather Channel
Displays)
Western Towers
Box 2040
San Angelo, TX 76902
915-658-6539/653-5291
(M2, 9 Towers)
Zenith Radio Corp.,
1000 N. Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
312-391-8195
(M1, 6)

CATJ
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Classified
OPPORTUNITIES
EXPERIENCED SYSTEM
MANAGER WANTS TO
RELOCATE
Single System manager wishes
to relocate in the Southwest (preferably Colorado); experienced
with all types of equipment and
supervisory responsibilities. References available. Contact CATJ,
Box 3875, 4209 N.W. 23rd, Oklahoma City, OK 73107.

Your company can help us
prevent child abuse.
The second a involves helping us set up
additional prevention facilities—through the
donation of money in your company's name.
The National Committee for Prevention
of Child Abuse is aprivate, charitable organization. In the last seven years we've made
great strides in the prevention of child abuse.
But the problem is still enormous. We
need your help. Please mail the attached
coupon today.
And help us put an end to child abuse.

One of the tragic aspects of child abuse is
that it doesn't have to happen.
The National Committee for Prevention
of Child Abuse knows how child abuse can
be prevented.
But we need your company's help to do
it. We need help in two ways.
The first involves educating your employees to the causes and prevention of child
abuse—through literature which we can
make available.

IHelp us get to the heart of the problem.
1

Write: National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse
Box 2866, Chicago, Illinois 60690
CIPlease send us information on how we can help.

An accurate return
oesiteste
means a faster ec seree
...efe
x
refund!
b
ele

D We want to start helping right now. Enclosed is acheck for $
NAME
TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

National Committee for
Prevention of Child Abuse

ZIP

A Public Service of This Magazine
& The Advertising Council

.
MCI

CAT) Classified advertising is
offered as a service by CATA for
its membership.
Any member of
advertise in the
section FREE of
of 50 words per
per year.)

CATJ classified advertising is offered as aservice by CATA for its
membership.
ANY member of CATA may advertise in the CATJ classified section FREE of CHARGE (limit of 50 words per issue-3 issues per
year.)
CATA offers three types of memberships:
1.) Systems—paying regular monthly dues based on
number of system subscribers.
2.) Associate Members—pay an annual fee.
3.) Individual Members—pay an annual fee.
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CATJ

CATA may
CAT) classified
CHARGE (limit
issue -3 issues

CAT)
4209 N.W. 23rd, Suite 106
Okla. City, Okla. 73127

NON MEMBERS may also use the Classified section at the
rate of 50 cents per word with a minimum charge of $20.00. Add
$2.00 for blind-box. Non-members should include full payment
with the ad insertion.
Deadlines for all Classified Advertising is the 1st of the month for
the following month's issue.
Address all Classified material to: CATJ, Suite 106, 4209 NW.
23rd, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73107.
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